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Abstract

Over the course of the last decade, concerns with power consumption and demand for increasing processing power have lead micro-architectures to a highly parallel paradigm, with multiple cores available in each processing unit. Notably the GPU, previously a rigid, highly pipelined unit, now uses a versatile manycore architecture. These architectural changes, along with their raw computation power, led researchers to use GPUs for general purpose computing.

Whilst these parallel architectures allow for great peak performances, they also raise complex programming problems, especially in regards to synchronizing accesses to shared data. As a result, applications that strive to exploit the parallelism potential of heterogeneous systems equipped with both GPUs and CPUs are notoriously difficult to develop.

In this context, Transactional Memory (TM) has been proposed to facilitate concurrent programming. TM is an abstraction that moves the complexity of synchronizing shared data access in multi-threaded systems away from the programmer. Literature on TM has been prolific, and several TM implementations have been proposed targeting either CPUs or, more recently, GPUs.

This dissertation proposes Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM) the first (to the best of the author’s knowledge) TM system capable of supporting concurrent execution of applications that exploit both CPUs and GPUs. In order to minimize synchronization overheads, HeterosTM relies on speculative techniques, which aim to amortize the costs of enforcing consistency among transactions executing on the different units. This system’s architecture is presented and the tested using both a synthetic benchmark and a real application.
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Resumo

Ao longo da última década a preocupação com o consumo energético, bem como a procura de maior poder de processamento levou as microarquiteturas a um paradigma altamente paralelo, com vários cores disponíveis em cada unidade. Especial atenção a [GPU], que de unidades rígidas e altamente pipelined passaram a uma versátil arquitetura manycore. Estas mudanças na arquitetura, bem como a sua capacidade de computação, levaram investigadores a usar Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) s para processamento de âmbito geral.

Apesar destas arquiteturas paralelas permitirem, teoricamente, uma performance bastante alta, em contrapartida também impõe desafios de programação complexos, especialmente no que toca a sincronizar acessos a dados partilhados. Como tal, aplicações que extraem o paralelismo inerente de sistemas heterogêenos com [GPU] e [CPU] são particularmente difíceis de desenvolver.

Neste contexto, Memória Transacional (TM) foi proposta para facilitar programação paralela. TM é uma abstração, que procura esconder a complexidade de sincronismo de dados partilhados em sistemas com múltiplas threads. Na área de [TM] a literatura é prolífica, existindo vários modelos para Central Processing Unit (CPU) s, e recentemente para [GPU].

Esta dissertação propõe Memória Transacional Heterogêena (HeterosTM), o primeiro (do conhecimento do autor) sistema de Transactional Memory (TM) capaz de escalonar threads simultaneamente no [CPU] e no [GPU]. Para minimizar o impacto na performance, Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM) usa um modelo especulativo, com verificação de erros para garantir correção dos resultados, que amortizam os custos de garantir consistência entre unidades. A arquitetura deste sistema é apresentada e o sistema é testado recorrendo a uma benchmark sintética e a uma aplicação real.
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With years of improvement, single-core performance of current Central Processing Unit (CPU) has reached a plateau, making further improvements very difficult to achieve. Hence, the microprocessor industry moved to multicore architectures as a way to increase raw instruction throughput and allowing greater performances. Nowadays multicore and manycore architectures are a staple in everything from research to consumer grade products.

These new highly parallel architectures have a high potential in terms of performance, theoretically. However they pose new challenges, particularly in regards to synchronizing shared data access. As these are non trivial, even for experienced coders, a wide body of research has investigated the idea of using software/hardware libraries to abstract some of the difficulties in developing concurrent applications for these systems. One such example is Transactional Memory (TM) [6], which facilitates shared memory access in multi-threaded systems.

Multiple TM implementations exist for CPUs, but research in this area regarding Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) is scarce, in spite of the emergence of General Purpose Computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). This field focuses on using GPUs for tasks other than graphics processing. GPUs started as dedicated coprocessors, with highly rigid and pipelined architectures, but have moved to a more versatile manycore architecture, which allows for a programming model that is closer to that of multicore CPUs. Since GPUs are nearly ubiquitous in consumer oriented products, and their manycore architecture provides a much greater peak performance than the one on CPUs, fully exploiting their potential processing power is a very popular research topic.

1.1 Motivation

As mentioned before, the trend towards parallel computing brings the cost of an increased complexity in programming, due to the need for synchronization between multiple threads or machines. Traditionally, for multi-threaded software, locks have been the predominant mechanism used for synchronizing access to shared data among multiple threads. The usage of locks is notoriously challenging, as the programmer needs to keep in mind problems like deadlocks and livelocks, which can be very difficult to avoid for complex software with unpredictable memory access patterns.

On GPUs, the Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) architecture exacerbates this problem by increasing the number of ways in which a deadlock/livelock can manifest. Furthermore, on the one hand, the usage of coarse-grained locks is particularly undesirable on GPU architectures as any serialization has a huge impact on performance. On the other hand, the usage of fine-grained locks for thousands of threads (which is a common situation on GPUs) requires facing the already mentioned programming challenges of dead/live locks on a much larger scale.

Synchronization between CPUs and GPUs is challenging to implement, as their nature as physically separated devices - in most cases - makes communication between these units costly. Despite these difficulties, as heterogeneous systems are ubiquitous, research on this area is very prolific [7].

The focus of this work is on TM, an abstraction that facilitates concurrent programming by allowing complex synchronization code to be abstracted away, to either a software library or a specialized hard-
ware unit. TM solutions, for both CPU and GPU, already exist. However these solutions do not support sharing of data among threads running on heterogeneous CPU/GPU systems. Thus, they fail to fully explore the computing capability of this class of computing systems.

1.2 Objectives

This dissertation aims to develop the first TM system capable of supporting concurrent execution of applications that exploit both CPUs and GPUs. The intended goal is to facilitate programming of these systems by abstracting the difficulties of data sharing over multiple, physically separated, units via the TM abstraction. Applications running this system are able to share computational power and access to the dataset, transparently, between the CPU and the GPU, through the running of concurrent transactions.

A library with these characteristics allows for a better hardware occupation as opposed to, for example, a CPU solution that leaves the GPU idle. As GPUs are present in nearly all computing devices, such a solution could potentially have a large scope of applications. On the other hand this is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, a still unexplored approach in the literature, which makes it interesting from a research perspective.

Pursuing this goal requires addressing the following key issues:

1. Support the concurrent execution of TM implementations for both CPUs and GPUs ensuring correctness via adequate conflict detection and resolution techniques, in face of possible inter-unit conflicts.

2. Enable the possibility of partitioning transactional workloads and scheduling them to the various units.

3. Minimize the introduced overhead, incurred by synchronizing execution among transactions executing on heterogeneous processing units, despite the large communication costs that notoriously affect such heterogeneous architectures, so as to achieve a higher throughput than a single unit solution.

4. Expose a simple Application Programming Interface (API), so as to preserve the ease of programming at the basis of the goals of the TM paradigm.

1.3 Contributions

The above goal were pursued by designing and implementing Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM), the first TM system capable of coordinating execution of transactions on both CPUs and GPUs.

HeterosTM fully handles scheduling transactions to the different units, exposing a simple API to programmers that allows them to use the familiar abstraction of atomic transaction, for code that is executed
on both CPU and GPU. In order to maximize scheduling efficiency, HeterosTM allows programmers to specify which processing unit should be preferentially used to execute each transaction.

In order to minimize synchronization overheads, HeterosTM relies on speculative techniques, which allow to effectively amortize the costs of enforcing consistency among transactions executing on the CPU and GPUs, over (potentially large) batches of transactions.

This system uses a speculative model to run transactions concurrently on different units, were units work separately and see the whole memory as their, which may cause conflicts between units. These conflicts are checked lazily, at certain intervals, by comparing the reads and writes of the various units. When a conflict is detected the Contention Manager (CM) is called to decide how to proceed, otherwise units exchange results and are ready to execute again.

HeterosTM fully handles scheduling transactions to the different units, and ensuring that results at the end of execution are correct. To use this system the user codes his transactions as well as their respective partitioning algorithms. To run his code concurrently, the user feeds the inputs to his transactions to the system, instead of calling them directly, which will decide when and where to run them.

HeterosTM was evaluated using both a synthetic benchmark, Bank, and a real application, MemcachedGPU [8]. Experimental results for Bank show that HeterosTM offers better performance than Nvidia’s transparent transfers with Zero-copy, whilst the results for MemcachedGPU show that it can outperform single unit performance by about 50%.

1.4 Outline

This report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 analyses current research on TM and GPGPU. Chapter 3 presents the work produced to develop HeterosTM whilst Chapter 4 presents its experimental evaluation. Finally Chapter 5 presents some concluding remarks.
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Related Work
The switch to multi/manycore processors is a milestone in the history of computing. Whilst these architectures provide amazing potential for performance, they also come at the cost of an increased programming challenge. The biggest difficulty is ensuring synchronism amongst shared data, as in a situation where multiple threads are running, accesses can be made by any of the threads, at any given time. Concurrent accesses to the same memory locations can lead different threads to observe or produce inconsistent results.

Locks have been the predominant mechanism used to synchronize shared data. Coarse-grained locks provide bad performance but are easy to implement. On the other hand, fine-grained locks provide the best possible performance, but they are difficult to implement correctly, requiring extensive testing.

TM has been proposed as an alternative to locks [6]. The base premise of this concurrency control mechanism is that accesses to the shared memory can be grouped into a transaction, which is executed as if it was a single atomic operation. The objective is to hide the complexity of synchronization in a TM library that implements this simple abstraction of atomic blocks. As such, the programmer defines his intent - i.e., marking the blocks of code that need to be synchronized, much like marking critical sections of code - instead of having to define the implementation of the synchronization as with traditional locking. Implementations have been developed in both software and hardware, and even as hybrid solutions. TM has recently gained relevance with hardware vendors, such as Intel and IBM, who have included support for Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM). For instance Intel's Haswell, a consumer grade line of processors, includes a Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) implementation [9].

Since the goal of this work is to develop a heterogeneous transaction manager, which schedules transactions across both CPU and GPU the next sections survey the state of the art for TM in both areas, to determine the best individual approaches. As such the remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: first an overview of the different possibilities for software, hardware and hybrid TM implementations is provided, followed by an analysis of the benchmarks used to evaluate them. Afterwards, a special emphasis will be put into analysing general purpose computing on GPUs, by looking at the basic GPU architecture and the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) platform (a parallel computing platform and programming model for Nvidia GPUs). Finally, state of the art TM implementations on GPU are also studied.

### 2.1 Transactional Memory

In TM contexts, a transaction is defined as a set of operations that are executed in order and satisfy two properties: atomicity - i.e., if one of the transactional operations fail, all others follow suit - and serializability - i.e., the results produced by a batch of transactions are can be produced by executing them serially, in a given order [6]. Transactions are traditionally used in database systems to guarantee both isolation between concurrent threads and recovery mechanisms.

Inspired by this traditional and familiar concept of transactions, the abstraction of TM was proposed to synchronize concurrent accesses to shared data held in-memory. The first implementation devised was built on top of the cache coherency of multicore processors [6]. Thenceforth, many implementations
of the TM abstraction have followed.

For instance, in a hash table implementation, where elements are constantly inserted and removed, the programmer would need to either protect all accesses using a single lock - serializing all operations even if they all targeted different entries in the table, or he could create locks for every base pointer - serializing accesses to the most popular accounts. Furthermore, even if fine grained locking is used, an insertion can be, for instance, dependant on multiple removals, prompting threads to acquire multiple locks, which increases the probability of deadlocks/livelocks.

When using TM, the programmer marks a set of instructions with an atomic construct or a transaction start/end marker. In the previously mentioned hash table case it would simply require marking a set of hash table operations that need to be executed as if they were atomic. It is then up to the underlying TM system to ensure correct synchronization among concurrent threads.

When a transaction executes the marked instructions it generates both a read set (list of addresses it read data from) and a write set (list of addresses it has written data to). While the transaction is running, all writes are kept private - by being buffered in most implementations - and no changes to the memory are seen by the rest of the system, to guarantee isolation and to avoid inconsistent states.

When all operations are concluded, most TM implementations validate the read and write sets, which can lead to either a commit - saving the write set to the main memory - or an abort - reverting all the changes made by the transaction. Validation exists to guarantee correctness between multiple transactions, as they may be running at the same time and modifying the same addresses, causing what is referred to as a conflict.

It should be noted that not all conflicts lead to aborts, as there may be systems in place to resolve them, such as contention managers, which are investigated further ahead.

Since multiple transactions can be running at same time a correctness criterion is usually necessary. Researchers often use serializability [10], i.e., having an equivalent outcome with the parallel execution as one that could be obtained with a serial execution. This approach focuses only on the commit results and ignores what happens to live and aborted transactions. As a result researchers have proposed Opacity [11] as a correctness criterion. Opacity states that all live transaction must see consistent memory states, and no modification made by aborted transactions can be visible to other transactions.

As previously mentioned, the abstraction of TM allows for several types of implementations to exist, making the choice of the system to use very important. Usually these implementations all have the same guarantees and ensure the same degree of correctness, however they may be better suited to certain workloads or programs. This variety of implementations makes classifying TM all the more important. TM are usually classified with respect to the following aspects:

- Granularity: The level at which conflicts are detected, or how much detail is saved in the read/write sets. Systems can range from Word-based (4 or 8 bytes depending on the processor) to the object level.

- Read Visibility: Visible reads imply keeping some sort of publicly accessible metadata to inform all transactions of reads occurring in other transactions. This allows for earlier conflict detection but
also increases memory traffic. Invisible reads force each thread to verify both its read and write set, and lead to late conflict detection.

- Conflict Detection: Eager systems detect conflicts as soon as possible while Lazy systems leave this to the end of the transaction. Eager TM are favourable for long transactions, as the cost of restarting a long transaction at the commit phase is much greater the smaller ones.

- How conflicts are detected. Value-based systems record the actual read values in the read set (in addition to their address), and use them in the validation phase to check if the transaction contains outdated data, and thus must abort. Timestamp-based systems check if the read memory positions have a higher timestamp than the one of the transaction trying to lock them. Every time a transaction commits, the memory positions it wrote to are given the current timestamp. Lock-based systems avoid a validation phase by locking the memory positions accessed by the transaction, and preventing other transactions from accessing them.

### 2.1.1 Implementations of Transactional Memory

TM was first proposed by Herlihy et al. [6] as an architectural solution for data sharing in multicore CPU architectures. While initially proposed as a Hardware based solution, TM has seen implementations in Software and in combination of both - named Hybrid Transactional Memory (HyTM).

**Software Transactional Memory**

The cost of manufacturing processors, in hardware, coupled with the difficulty of testing hardware based solutions, has led researchers to explore software based solutions implementing TM. As a consequence of software's inherent flexibility, many different designs of Software Transactional Memory (STM) were developed, as hinted above by the list of characteristics that are possible to vary.

One such example is granularity. In HTM granularity is dependant on the cache size, but STM does not incur the limitations of hardware, and may have different granularities. To guarantee Opacity, most STM implementations's writes are made to buffers - called deffered writes - and are only saved to the main memory at commit time, although some write directly to memory and use an undo-log to restore a consistent state in case of transactions' aborts.

Software implementations usually have a higher instrumentation overhead (overhead caused by the mechanisms used to ensure correct synchronization), but they are capable of running much larger transactions and can use schedulers and contention managers to avoid/solve conflicts. Table 2.1 shows a comparison between 5 state-of-the art STM implementations: NORec [12], TL2 [13], SwissTM [14], TinySTM [15] and JVSTM [16], with regards to some key parameters for STM.

The most common synchronization strategy for STM is time-based, as it seems to be the best performing in state of the art implementations. Time-based STM use a global-clock, that is incremented with each commit and saved locally at the start of each transactions. This clock serves to establish a snapshot that defines what transactions can access. If a transactions issues a read that requires a more recent snapshot, then a conflict has happened, and needs to be resolved. Using this system no locking
is necessary for read-only transactions as, if validation of the read set succeeds - meaning that every value has the same snapshot value as the thread's - there is no need to lock anything.

NORec \([12]\), meaning no ownership records, is an example of a time-based \([\text{STM}]\). It was designed with the intent of having as little memory overhead as possible, and uses a single global lock for commits, which is merged with the global clock. This comes at the cost of scalability, as the validation overhead increases greatly with the number of threads. To avoid memory overhead, NORec uses value based validation, which is triggered on every global clock increment and before its commits. This forces NORec to revalidate its read set. In case of success the transaction updates its snapshot to match the current one and continues execution, otherwise it aborts. NORec uses deferred writes to facilitate aborts.

Since NORec was designed for a low number of threads its performance doesn’t scale well in high concurrency scenarios, as the existence of a global lock serializes commits. TL2 on the other hand, uses fine-grained locks to achieve better performance in higher concurrency scenarios.

TL2 \([13]\) is a word/object based \([\text{STM}]\). It was one of the first \([\text{STM}]\) to use the concept of time-based snapshotting. TL2 uses timestamp based validation, meaning that it saves the timestamps of each memory position accessed by a transaction, and uses them to compare with the thread's snapshot. For writes, it uses commit time locking, meaning that it only locks the access to positions it is writing too when committing. It also uses the commit process to change the version value in the metadata for each updated word/object.

Whist the two previously analysed systems are focused on optimizing for different levels concurrency, SwissTm \([14]\) was developed with throughput in real world scenarios in mind. It was designed to perform best in mixed workloads, i.e., both large and small transactions, and is lock and word-based. What distinguishes it is the use of mixed conflict detection strategies.

SwissTM eagerly detects write conflicts, but lazily detects read conflicts. It does this since write after write conflicts (when the position the transaction intends to write is written to) guarantee aborts, while write after read conflicts (when a position the transaction has read is written to) may not lead to an abort. This approach aims to increase parallelism by having some conflicts solved at commit time, whilst still preventing transactions that are “doomed” to fail from wasting resources. SwissTM also uses a Contention Manager which transactions prompt on a conflict detection, so that it decides the optimal outcome. Contention Manager's goals (resolving conflicts) are lazier version of a scheduler's (preventing conflicts), which are analysed further ahead.

TinySTM \([15]\) is a popular alternative to SwissTM. It is a very efficient word-based and lock-based STM. It was designed to be lightweight. However, it allows for extensive configuration and has great performance, which makes it a baseline to which most current research is compared against. It is also open-source, allowing for adaptations for specific workloads. For these reasons it is likely to be the implementation of choice for the work herein proposed.

TinySTM uses - in its recommended configuration - encounter time locking for writes, meaning that when a transaction needs to perform a write to a certain memory position, it needs to acquire its lock first (unless it already has it), preventing other writes to that location. Locks are then released either on commit time or on abort. Some other parameters like the number of locks, can be individually tuned, or
left to the system which performs automatic tuning.

This STM provides both in place and deferred writes, however the latter forces the use of Eager conflict detection, whilst the former allows for a choice between Eager and Lazy. For both modes, reads are invisible and are done by checking the lock and the version, reading the value and then checking the lock/version once more, to guarantee it was not either locked or updated.

Although TinySTM and SwissTM perform efficiently in TM benchmarks, many real workloads tend to be much more read-oriented with large reader transactions and small rare update transactions, than the workloads present in typical TM benchmarks.

As a result, this led to the design of JVSTM \[17\]. JVSTM is a object-based STM using Multi-Version Concurrency Control, a mechanism that stores the history of values for each variable, along with a version value. When starting a transaction, the current version number is saved, and all reads target that version number. This allows read-only transactions to read all values corresponding to its version number (or the most recent one that’s older then the transaction's), and then commit without any validation as the memory state it observed was always consistent. Transactions with writes need to first validate their read-set as being the most recent one and only then acquire a global-lock to commit.

Newer versions of JVSTM \[16\] are actually lock-free. Committing threads are put in a queue, where they wait before their turn to commit, however, unlike spinning for a lock, JVSTM’s waiting threads assist the ones before them with their commit operation. This way, even if a thread that acquires the global lock gets de-scheduled by the processor, others can complete its transactions for it, without having to wait for that thread to continue execution.

For its configurability, TinySTM was the chosen system for this work. It was configured to use in-place writes with encounter-time locking, and therefore, eager conflict detection. As for the proposed system the logging is a very important feature, it is important to mention that Tiny maintains read and write sets, although only for the lifetime of the transactions.

### Hardware Transactional Memory

Herlihy et al. \[6\] first proposed HTM as an additional cache unit, a transactional cache. This cache had an architecture similar to a victim cache \[18\]. Whilst running, transactions write to this cache. Since the transactional cache is not coherent between multiple processors, transactions are isolated amongst the various processors. When validation succeeds the results are copied to the next level cache and propagated to all processors. On the other hand, in case of an abort, the cache can simply drop all the entries updated by the aborting transaction, ensuring both atomicity and isolation.

Validation is done by modifying cache coherency protocols \[19\], since accessibility control is pretty
similar to transactional conflict detection. The modified protocol is based on using 3 different types of access rights, which are already present in most cache coherency protocols: in memory and thus not immediately available, shared access (allows reads) and exclusive access (allows writes). Acquiring exclusive access leads to blocking other threads from getting any access rights to that position, whilst shared access can be available to multiple processors at the same time. These access rights have equivalents in transactional memory and thus serve as validation, if a transaction successfully accesses all its read and write set then it can commit safely.

Benchmarks [6] showed that Herlihy’s [6] implementation was competitive with lock-based solutions in most situations, even outperforming them in some. However the usage of a small cache limits transactions to a small set of reads/writes, which may not reflect real workloads. While increasing the cache size seems like an obvious solution, it comes with an increase in cost and energy consumption. It might also force architectural changes due to how TM’s cache size and the processors cache size are related, as, for instance, we can never have a commit that overflows the cache’s size.

As mentioned before Intel’s Haswell and Broadwell lines of processors implement support for [HTM] using Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extensions (TSX). Two software interfaces exist: Hardware Lock Elision ([HLE]), a backwards compatible implementation which allows optimistic execution of code sections by eliding writes to a lock, and [RTM] which is similar to [HLE] but also allows programmers to specify a fallback for failed transactions, whilst [HLE] always falls back to a global lock. The latter implementation gives full control to the software library, allowing for smarter decision [20]. This favours the usage of Hybrid [TM] which will be analysed latter. It is important to know that TSX like all HTM implementations, provides only a best-effort policy, so transactions are not guaranteed to commit and a policy for dealing with aborts must be defined [5].

Whilst TSX’s interface to programmers is well defined, the actual hardware implementation is not documented. TSX’s documentation specifies validation - which is done by the cache coherency protocol - and that its read and sets granularity is at the level of a cache line. Independent studies [21], point to the use of the L1 cache to support transactional operations, which in addition to the data gathered from TSX’s documentation points to a very similar implementation as the one proposed by Herlihy et al. [6]. Just like the work presented before, transactions may fail to commit by overflowing the cache, making TSX not suitable for long transactions.

Benchmarks show that TSX is very effective for small transactions [22], but results are highly dependent on tuning the TM to work correctly, especially in regards to the retry policy, with settings such as the number of retries on abort and reaction to aborts influencing the results heavily. Research has been done into both finding the correct values for multiple types of applications, as well as automatically tuning these values by using machine learning and analytical models [20] [23].

When using RTM the fallback mechanism also needs a lot of consideration. Intel recommends the use a single global lock as fallback. Aborted threads, said to be running pessimistically, acquire this lock and block commits from other threads until they commit. This can lead to the lemming effect, where threads are constantly aborting by not acquiring the lock forcing them into executing pessimistically and blocking further threads, eventually serializing execution [24].
Sun Microsystems also announced hardware support for transactional execution in its Rock processor. However this processor was never made commercially available. Vega processors from Azul Systems also support HTM, however its programming interface was not disclosed. IBM first added HTM support to its Blue Gene/Q supercomputer, and now supports it in several different products, namely the POWER8 processor and the zEnterprise EC12 server [5].

IBM and Intel's implementation of HTM are pretty similar (with the exception of Blue Gene/Q), providing machine instructions to begin, end, and abort transactions. Blue Gene uses compiler-provided constructs to transactions, but it does not allow for custom abort logic, only tuning of the system provided code.

The main difference between the aforementioned processors's HTM are compared in Table 2.2. Transaction capacity (the maximum number of positions that can be accessed during a transaction) and conflict detection granularity are very much related to the processors cache characteristics, such as their capacity and the size of their cache lines. The number of abort codes is mentioned as it facilitates the building of fallback mechanism for handling aborted transactions.

### Hybrid Transactional Memory

Since most HTM implementations are best-effort, proving no forward success guarantees, software fallbacks are necessary. This has led to development of systems called HyTM, where transactions execute both in software and hardware. While initial research used the software only as a fallback for aborted transactions, current research focusses on concurrently running transactions on both software and hardware. Notable examples of HyTM with concurrent execution include NORecHy [25] and Invyswell [26].

NORecHy is based on the NoRec STM. Both hardware and software transactions check the Global lock, as previously reported. However, some extra instrumentation exists, to avoid conflicts between in-flight software and hardware transactions. Hardware transactions first check the global lock, if they detect a software transaction committing, they wait for it to conclude and then abort. When committing, hardware transactions increment a per-core counter, instead of incrementing the global clock, although they also need to check it to avoid overlapping their commits with software-side commits. This means that in-flight software transactions need to check all counters before committing. The benefit of these per-core counters is that it avoids hardware transactions conflicting between each other. NORecHy was implemented for Sun's Rock processor and AMD's ASF proposal.

Invyswell is another HyTM targeted at Intel's TSX architecture and making use of the RTM mode. It is based on InvalSTM, a STM that performs commit time invalidation, i.e., it resolves and identifies
conflicts with all other in flight transactions. To achieve this InvalSTM stores its read and write sets in Bloom filters, allowing fast conflict detection. Using invalidation allows for good conflict resolution, making InvalSTM ideal for long transactions and high contention scenarios, which is the opposite of Intel’s RTM, which is great for short transactions with low contention.

In Invyswell hardware transactions can be launched in two modes. The basic hardware transactions detect conflicts in a similar way to NoRec Hy. The more complex hardware transaction record their read and write sets in bloom filters, allowing invalidation to come from committing software transactions. This gives hardware threads the possibility to commit after a software commit with no conflicts, which always caused an abort at the hardware side in NoRec Hy.

Performance Comparison

All these different types of implementations of TM make performance comparisons between them a necessity. Lots of works exist in this area, which allow for a good overview of the differences between these implementations, and to find which workloads are better fit for each one.

Important metrics to classify TM performance are: transaction throughput, abort rates and energy efficiency. Transaction throughput is the obvious metric for comparisons. However, abort rates and energy efficiency, despite being related to throughput, can tell a lot about the TM’s efficiency. These metrics are tested under different workloads, which typically depend on the following parameters: level of contention (i.e., percentage of expected conflicts), transaction length, concurrency (numbers of threads), percentages of writes and temporal locality (number of repeated memory accesses to the same position).

An interesting result highlighted by Diegues and Romano is that, at least for the set of workloads and platforms considered in that study, existing HyTM solutions are not competitive with both HTM and STM, both in regards to throughput and energy efficiency. Further study has found that the very expensive synchronization mechanisms, that need to exist in order to guarantee Opacity, between hardware and software transactions often introduce large overheads. Since most HTM do not implement escape actions - non transactional operations during transactions - HTM implementations often resort to using global locks, which severely degrade performance.

When comparing STM and HTM the differences in performance are much more workload dependent. Research has found that the main disparity between these, that is not dependent on the capacity limitations of HTM is handling contention. STM perform better under high contention scenarios, in terms of throughput. Whilst decreases in locality affect performance of HTM greatly, they have almost no impact for the software solutions.

Since HTM implementations are limited by physical resources, they cannot scale past a certain number of threads or a certain transaction duration. Long transactions can be handled much better in software as conflicts can be solved in many different ways. Software also scales much better with the number of threads as the instrumentation overhead starts to become less relevant with the performance boost gained when running multiple threads. Most STM implementations also have increased energy efficiency when running multiple threads as spinning for locks is more probable.

However when running in low thread counts HTM proves to be much better then STM in most bench-
marks, as the instrumentation overhead is more influential. When running benchmarks with low contention, HTM outperforms STM in both throughput and energy efficiency, and scales well until high levels of contention. In high contention scenarios, HTM performs much worse, and expends more energy due to the large number of aborts. Performance measurements for HTM need to be taken with some care as most testing is done in a single configuration, and disregard the tuning problem talked about earlier. Studies [20] have shown that the current tuning can generate speedups of as much as 80%.

Amongst STM, SwissTM and TinySTM are typically the best performers, although NoRec is competitive in most scenarios, especially for low thread counts. In regards to HTM, none of the implementations available are clearly superior, with each being the best in specific workloads.

2.1.2 Scheduling in Transactional Memory

Contention Managers were previously mentioned as being a reactive solution for conflicts. The one used in SwissTM is an example of this - upon detecting a conflict, it acts, causing one, or both, of the transactions involved to abort. This presents an advantage over always aborting the thread that detects the conflict as, for instance, it can protect longer running transactions’s execution.

Schedulers are a more proactive solution to conflicts, trying to avoid them before they occur. This is done by deciding when it is best to execute a transaction. It is important to note that, contention managers and schedulers have the same final goal, which is maximizing performance, and in some situations they may even be run in tandem.

Steal-on-abort [27], is an example of this, a scheduler that is compatible with contention managers. Steal-an-abort keeps a queue of transactions to execute. This queues exist per thread, however threads may steal transactions from others’ queues when theirs are empty. Upon conflict detection, instead of immediately restarting the aborted transaction, Steal-on-abort changes it to the same queue as that of the transaction that aborted it, as transactions that have conflicted in the past are likely to do it again.

Another approach to scheduling is ATS [28]. ATS uses a per thread contention-intensity (named CI) variable. This variable’s value increases with each abort and decreases with each commit, however it does not weigh these values the same. With a correct balance of these weights CI can be used to predict the likelihood of a transaction aborting. In this way CI is used to detect high contention, and ATS takes action when the CI passes a certain threshold, serializing transaction execution. In the worst case scenario this degenerates to what is effectively a single global lock, however since the CI value is per thread, it is likely that some parallel execution still occurs.

To work properly ATS only needs to know if transactions have committed and/or aborted, making its overhead very small. On the other hand Steal-on-Abort needs to know which pairs of transactions conflicted, which is much more costly or not even possible when using HTM. Obtaining this sort of precise/detailed information introduces a much larger overhead, which can be affordable for STM, but is prohibitive in HTM contexts.

Seer [29] is a scheduler that was designed with HTM in mind. Since the information needed to correctly implement a scheduler is not available on HTM, Seer uses a probabilistic, self-tuning model to infer the most problematic conflict patterns among different transaction types. This approach would be
very inefficient in software, where this information can be acquired in other ways, however in hardware it is the only approach possible. It then exploits the inferred information on transactions’ conflicts to perform a priori lock acquisitions and avoid aborts in the future.

2.1.3 Benchmarking Transactional Memory

Since TM is a relatively new abstraction, very few applications have been written that support this abstraction. Thus to evaluate TM researchers need to resort to using benchmarks. Just like there is a variety of TM implementations, there also exist several benchmarks. These benchmarks can usually be split in two categories: microbenchmarks and realistic benchmarks. The first refer to simple problems - e.g. manipulating data in a red-black tree. The second, for which several examples will be presented bellow, tries to mimic the data access patterns of real applications.

A good example of realistic benchmarks is STMBench7 [30]. STMBench7’s core data-structures are based on OO7 [31], a well-known object-oriented database benchmark. It contains 45 different operations on a single graph-based shared data structure, which range from small reads to complex alterations. This variety of operations is what distinguishes realistic benchmarks from microbenchmarks, as real applications’ access patterns usually have a large variety in duration and type. In the STMBench7’s case the memory access patterns mimic those of CAD/CAM applications.

Another example of a realistic benchmark is Lee-TM [32]. Lee-TM is based on Lee’s routing algorithm - a popular circuit routing algorithm. It was developed with the intent of being a non-trivial benchmark, meaning it is difficult to implement with fine-grained locks, but with large potential parallelism and with varying types and durations of transactions. Being based on a real-world application increases the confidence level of this benchmark. Another advantage of this is that results produced by running Lee-TM can be easily verified by comparing the final data structure with the initial one.

The most popular benchmark suit for TM is Stanford Transactional Applications for Multi-Processing (STAMP) [33]. STAMP is a suite comprised by 8 different benchmarks, each based on a different real world application. Since it uses multiple benchmarks, with varying access patterns and characteristics, it allows for a more complete analysis of TM. It is also portable across multiple types of TM including software, hardware and hybrid. This is an important property as it allows comparative testing between these systems. It is also important to note that is an open-source project, which facilitates porting it to new implementations - such as the one proposed in this work.

Like the two previously mentioned benchmarks, STAMP’s benchmarks were designed to be realistic benchmarks, however, unlike STMBench7 which requires user configuration for the desired access types, each of the STAMP’s benchmarks has their own properties. These cover a wide range of use cases, including consumer focussed applications and research software. This variety makes it so that running all 8 benchmarks on a system provides a good characterization of its strengths and weaknesses.

Few applications make use of TM however those that already do so can also be used as benchmarks. Memcached [34], a popular distributed memory object caching system, is an example of this. Memcached’s typical workloads are read heavy, with few writes, making them ideal for TM. In addition it sheds light on the performance of TM in real world applications. Memcached requires lock acquisition
for accesses to the hashtable that is its central data structure, but also uses locks for memory allocation - which require irrevocable transactions. This makes Memcached easily transactifiable. Further, since the lock-based version is already pretty optimized, it is a great benchmark to compare different implementations to a baseline lock implementation.

2.2 General Purpose Computing on GPUs

GPUs are hardware accelerators traditionally used for graphics processing. The first GPU was released by NVIDIA in 1999. The huge market demand for realtime, high-definition 3D graphics both in the games industry and other speciality industries like CAD design has led to a steady increase in processing power - putting their raw operation throughput over that of most CPUs [4]. This demand also shaped their architectures, whilst GPUs were originally special purpose accelerators with a very rigid pipeline, they now feature a more unified architecture [4].

This core unification, along with other architectural changes, has turned GPUs into a highly parallel, multi-threaded, manycore processor. The combination of these changes, along with the great performance, has made them a hot topic amongst researchers. Even before the existence of programming models for GPUs, researchers were using graphic API such as OpenGL to process applications other than graphics. Research focused on using these GPUs, already present on most consumer grade computers, for non-graphics applications is known as GPGPU.

GPGPU is now a very active research subject as GPUs have proven to be very efficient, especially for highly data-parallel problems where their many core architecture can be fully exploited. Currently GPUs are used in several applications domains, ranging from scientific research [35] to real-time video encoding [36]. However achieving high efficiency on GPUs is a non-trivial task, as it necessary to adopt specific programming models and extract parallelism at a much finer grade level than that of multi-threaded CPU code.

Two programming models exist for GPGPU namely: OpenCL and Nvidia’s CUDA. OpenCL [37] is the open programming standard for heterogeneous platforms, developed by the Khronos Group, and its programming model is based on CUDA’s. However, due to being platform agnostic, it has a bigger overhead, when compared to CUDA’s and also lacks some of the more powerful device-specific primitives, specifically those that allow for finer grained control over the hardware. For these reasons, the following analysis will be focused on CUDA and Nvidia’s architecture.

2.2.1 GPU Architecture Overview

Nvidia first introduced a unified graphics pipeline with the Tesla architecture. Previously, graphics cards consisted of multiple specific processing units such as vertex or pixel processors. Whilst this provided great peak performance, achieving that was difficult as for example pixel processors could not execute any tasks directed at the vertex processors. With the Tesla architecture this cores were merged into a single, more versatile core - named a CUDA core.

CUDA cores are then grouped into Stream Multiprocessor (SM), were they execute instructions as
Figure 2.1: Architecture for a second generation Tesla GPU. Adapted from [1].

if the SM was a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processor. This method of execution is named SIMT. Each SM has its own instruction unit, core specific register file and even their own shared memory. A GPU contains multiple SMs, all connected to the global DRAM. In all architectures, except for Tesla, the SMs feature their own Read-only Texture Cache and an L1 cache. The global memory, and the L2 cache in all architectures after Tesla, are shared by all SMs.

The base architecture released with the Tesla line, depicted on Figure 2.1, has undergone slight modifications in subsequent Nvidia architectures, most notably the differences around the composition of the SMs, and the unification of the L2 cache.

As presented in Figure 2.1, the Global Clock Scheduler distributes blocks of threads in a round-robin fashion to SMs which have sufficient resources to execute it. Each SM executes their threads independently of the other SMs state, unless synchronization is specifically called for. SMs then use their own schedulers to decide how to execute the blocks of threads attributed to them. Each instruction issued by the SMs is sent to multiple CUDA cores, i.e., it is executed across a group of cores.

Nvidia Tesla Architecture

The first Tesla cards were released in 2008. This architecture featured 8 CUDA cores per SM which are further grouped into a TPC. Each TPC has its own read-only L1 texture cache, shared between all SMs within the TPC [1]. The TPC’s architecture is presented in Figure 2.2.

Tesla’s TPC features a SMC, which distributes work amongst the contained SM. Each SM features its own instruction fetch, decode and dispatch stages. To achieve maximum efficiency, the GPUs use multi-threading, but they lack speculative execution, as most CPUs use. At the instruction issue time, the unit selects a warp - group of threads - that is ready to execute and issues its next instruction [2]. To increase memory throughput, accesses to consecutive Global Memory positions within the same SM are coalesced.
The TPC also features a per SM shared memory, which is used for inter-thread synchronization. However, this memory is only accessible by CUDA cores within a single SM, hence synchronization between SMs requires special instructions to stall other SMs’ pipelines. Each SM also features 2 Special Function Unit (SFU) units, which are used for transcendental functions such as sines or square roots. Moreover, the SFUs also include two double precision floating-point units, since each CUDA core only has an integer Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) and a single precision floating-point unit.

**Nvidia Fermi Architecture**

Fermi is the successor of the Telsa architecture. It was launched in 2010, and features numerous changes over the Tesla line. The most notable ones are the removal of the TPC, making each SM fully independent, and the unification of the L2 cache [3]. Its SM’s architecture can be seen in Figure 2.3.

Fermi’s SM features 32 cores, 16 Load/Store units, 4 SFU units and 2 instruction schedule and dispatch units, meaning that each clock cycle two different instructions from two different warps are issued. The Shared Memory and the L1 cache are now under a single unit. This unit has 64KB of memory, which can be partitioned, by the software, between the Cache and the Shared memory.

CUDA cores were also changed. The core’s integer ALU was changed to support full precision in multiplication operations. Additionally, each CUDA core now features a new floating-point unit. The new floating-point unit supports double precision and is fully compliant with the latest IEEE standards, supporting operations like the Fused Multiply-Add instruction. Since the floating-point logic is now inside the CUDA cores, the SFU units are now only used for transcendental functions.

Fermi also introduced an extended Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), which aims to improve both programmability and performance. This improvements include features such as unified address space...
and 64-bit addressing so as to provide the C++ support in the **CUDA** programming model.

**Nvidia Kepler Architecture**

The Kepler line was launched in 2012. Nvidia’s goals with this architecture were to improve performance and energy efficiency. Kepler’s **SMs** are named SMX. The SMX features 192 **CUDA** cores, 32 load/store units and 32 **SFUs**. Each SMX has a bigger computational power than Fermi’s **SMs**, however Kepler **GPUs** feature less SMXs for bigger power efficiency [38].

Along with the increase in cores per SM, each SMX features 4 warp schedulers. Unlike previous architectures, for each warp scheduler, Kepler uses 2 instruction dispatchers. This means that for each warp, 2 independent instructions are launched in parallel. Additionally high performance Kepler **GPUs** feature 64 double-precision units, to further increase performance in this area.

**Nvidia Maxwell Architecture**

The latest line by Nvidia, Maxwell, was released in 2014. Following the change in naming schemes already present in the Kepler line, Maxwell’s **SMs** are named SMM. SMMs feature less **CUDA** cores per **SM** when compared to the SMX, 128 as opposed to 192, as a non-power of two number of cores made efficient usage of the hardware by coders very difficult. The previously high-performance only double-precision units are now baseline, and 4 exist in each SMM [39].

The biggest change is the split between L1 cache and Shared Memory. The L1 cache is now in the same module as the Texture cache, using the same partitioning scheme it already had with the shared memory, but this time with the Texture cache. The Shared Memory is now independent has a larger capacity. These memory improvements, along with better scheduling, provide increased performance in each **CUDA** core, making the SMM's performance very similar to the SMX's.

**2.2.2 CUDA Programming Model**

Nvidia’s **CUDA** is a scalable programming model, based on the C programming language [4], working across several different micro-architectures of Nvidia **GPUs**. A **CUDA** program starts with a single-threaded function, which is the base unit of execution. This function is called a kernel and it is the code that the **GPU** runs.

Since **GPUs** use a **SIMT** execution model, a single thread can not be launched alone, which is why threads are grouped into warps. A warp is a group of 32 threads, running simultaneously. Conditional branches may cause threads within the same warp to execute different instructions, a phenomenon called thread divergence. When this happens both branch paths are executed serially, whilst the threads that took the other branch are deactivated. This continues until all threads reconverge, which may severely impact the kernel's performance.

Additionally, warps are also grouped into blocks. The blocks are what the Global Clock Scheduler issues to each SM. The block structure facilitates scaling the code across multiple architectures. If an older **GPU** features less SMs, more blocks are issued to each SM, whilst on a newer card blocks are split across all the available SM increasing performance. Both block size and number of blocks are defined
by the coder, while the warp size is fixed. This organization, along with the CPU’s memory hierarchy is pictured in Fig 2.4.

![CUDA thread and memory organization](image)

**Figure 2.4:** CUDA thread and memory organization. Adapted from [4].

To create a CUDA program, the coder starts by defining the kernel. Before running the kernel, global memory needs to be allocated and any data that is necessary must be transferred from the host to the GPU. Launching the kernel involves selecting which kernel to launch, along with the number of blocks and the number of threads per block. All data needs to explicitly transferred both to and from the GPU. To help coders with paralleling their code CUDA provides several important primitives so that coder can leverage its internal organizations, such as `threadIdx` (per-block unique thread identifier) or the `blockIdx` (unique block identifier).

It is important to note that GPUs are hardware accelerators and physically separated devices, and therefore communication between them and the CPU is performed over the PCI Express busses, usually with very limited bandwidths. In a nutshell the GPU communicates with the CPU to either transfer data or to notify it of completing the tasks that the CPU has ordered. Whilst this easily allows CPU and GPU to execute code in parallel, it also introduces some difficulties when it comes to sharing data, as both devices have their own separate memories.

To counteract this Nvidia introduced zero-copy. Using zero-copy, the host CPU can pin a region of its own memory to be used for the GPU. Using this approach, the coders see the system as if the GPU global memory is replaced by the host memory, where all data is transferred to and from the GPU transparently. Building on this approach, CUDA 6.0 introduced Unified Memory, where the CPU and the GPU share a single addressing space, using the same pointers for data that may be in one, or
the others physical memory. Whilst this seems to imply that concurrent access is possible on Unified Memory, the reality is the data is moved on the background and cannot be accessed in one of the units while it is being accessed in the other. On the other hand, Zero-copy allows both systems to operate on the data concurrently, in the same way that is intended for the system presented in this work. However, race conditions may still happen between devices when using Zero-copy - which hampers usage of this system.

Regarding the CPU's memory, some considerations need to be taken by the programmer. As with any multi-thread system, memory races are a problem. To avoid the interference of other threads when executing an instructions coders can use Atomic operations. These operations are conflict-free between multiple threads. However interference from other threads may still occur when accessing the Global Memory, as accesses to this memory's are weakly-ordered. This means that, for instance, each thread sees a different order of writes to the Global Memory. To guarantee a consistent ordering, coders must make use of Nvidia's memory fences, which make all writes visible to other threads.

### 2.3 Transactional Memory on GPUs

As research develops on the field of GPGPU ensuring that concurrent accesses to shared memory are consistent is a more relevant issue than ever. In an environment with hundreds of threads, bugs can manifest in new manners, and situations such as livelock or deadlock are much more common. Locking in a GPU architecture is a much complex task.

First of all, fine-grained locking on GPUs is more prone to livelocks, as the large number of threads increases the probability of circular locking occurring. Circular locking occurs when 2 threads, t1 and t2, both need to acquire 2 locks, l1 and l2, and do so in different orders: t1 acquires l1, and t2 acquires l2. Now t1 must acquire l2, and t2 must acquire l1, so both threads either get stuck waiting for each other (deadlock) or they abort. If threads abort and restart execution at the same time, this can lead to a situation where they get stuck in a loop of locking each other out and aborting, which is called a livelock. On the other hand, coarse-grained locking is heavily undesirable on GPUs, as it kills the performance gain from running multiple threads.

The memory model must also be considered. The unordered accesses to the global memory cause significant hurdles for any synchronous code, as it allows for situations like two threads acquiring the same lock. To solve this, programmers must make extensive use of the memory fence primitives. It is also important to keep in mind the fact that the L1 caches are not coherent and must not be used to store any critical shared data necessary for synchronization.

As such, the TM abstraction has gained added importance in the scope of these challenges. Several implementations already exist and Table 2.3 presents a comparison between state-of-the-art solutions. In the existing literature, the attempts at hardware based solutions on CPU such as KILO-TM [40], are rare. Much like HTM on CPU these solutions present many difficulties for research purposes, as producing custom hardware is extremely expensive and simulating it is very time consuming and can produce unreliable results.
Table 2.3: Comparison between existing GPU TM implementations. Mixed conflict detection refers to Eager read-after-write detection and Lazy write-after-read detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conflict Detection</th>
<th>Reads</th>
<th>Writes</th>
<th>Synch Strategy</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESTM [41]</td>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>In-place</td>
<td>Metadata Based</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSTM [42]</td>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Visible</td>
<td>In-place</td>
<td>Metadata Based</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTM [41]</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>In-place</td>
<td>Lock Based</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU-STM</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>Deferred</td>
<td>Lock Based</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-STM</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>Deferred</td>
<td>Lock Based</td>
<td>Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILO TM</td>
<td>Lazy</td>
<td>Invisible</td>
<td>Deferred</td>
<td>Value Based</td>
<td>Hardware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For these reasons, the rest of this chapter focuses on analysing software solutions for GPU TM. Although a lot of CPU implementations were previously analysed in this work, their flexibility, along side with the limitations for GPU based designs, causes the latter to better fit as inspiration for the heterogeneous implementation herein proposed, as it is easier to adapt a CPU based TM for our purposes than a GPU based one.

The main difference between the GPU TM solutions and the CPU TM solutions is how they handle validation in a environment with very high thread counts and unordered memory accesses. This makes implementations more reliant on locking, however, the high thread count means that approaches such as encounter time-locking may be very costly. Therefore, most GPU TM rely on detecting conflicts only at validation time, using complex locking schemes to decrease both reliance on the unordered memory accesses, and thread divergence.

2.3.1 GPU-STM

GPU-STM [42] is word and lock-based STM. At its core GPU-STM uses the same time-based validation scheme as TinySTM. However, in a SIMT architecture the number of commits is very high and version counters, especially when they map to a set of memory positions, are unreliable as writes are typically unordered and atomic operation require global synchronization, and therefore have a very high cost. To compensate for this, when time-based validation fails, a NORec-like value-based validation scheme is triggered to ensure it is not a false positive. This method, called hierarchical validation ensures a much smaller rate of false positives in conflict detection, despite its larger overhead, it is more desirable on SIMT architectures.

Unlike NORec, GPU-STM uses encounter-time lock sorting. Lock sorting entails saving the lock’s address in a local ordered data structure, and not acquiring them. Locks are then acquired at commit time by the system, following the order in which they were sorted. This means that all locks are acquired in certain order, the same in all threads. Unlike unordered acquisition, the ordered system avoids circular locking, as if two threads need to acquire an overlapping set of locks, they will do so following the same global order, one will do so and abort the other, which avoids the scenario of both acquiring different locks, and blocking whilst waiting for the other.

Although GPU-STM provides some isolation, it does not ensure opacity, as transactions do not detect conflicts during execution, only doing so during the validation stage. This makes it very undesirable as the base for the proposed research, as opacity is the main correctness criteria for TM.
2.3.2 Lightweight Software Transactions on GPUs

Holey et al. [41], proposed 3 variations of their implementation: ESTM, PSTM and ISTM. ESTM is the reference implementation. Each of these implementations is targeted at different workloads, so that the coder can choose the one that best fits his situation. All three solutions use speculative in-place writes and thus must save the previous value of positions written to an undo log. To avoid livelocks exponential backoff on aborts is used.

ESTM uses a complex shared metadata structure, with one to one mapping to the shared memory being transactionalized. This structure, called shadow-memory, mimics other STM’s metadata such as lock arrays or version counter. It contains: a read clock, a thread id of the last access, a bit indicating a write, another bit indicating a read and one for shared access. It also includes a lock that is acquired to modify a entry in the metadata in the structure. Read after write conflicts are detected eagerly using this data structure as, if the write bit is set, the transaction aborts immediately. All other metadata is thread-private and consists of a read log and a undo log.

To validate, the transaction first checks its reads’ shadow entries to see if they been modified, then it checks if its writes have either been written to and/or speculatively read. If any of these steps fails, the transaction aborts. In case of an abort writes are reverted back to their original value using its undo log. Otherwise, the writes’ shadow entries are updated by changing the modified bit back to zero and incrementing the clock value.

PSTM uses a very similar system, however since it was designed for workloads that frequently write to the same positions that they read, it does not distinguish between reads an writes. Instead of using bits to express if a position as been read or written to, PSTM uses the thread id of the last access. If it is the same or zero (reserved id, not attributed to any thread) the transaction continues, otherwise it aborts. When either committing or aborting the thread releases all the shadow entries it has modified by changing their value back to zero. This operations uses an atomic Compare-and-swap and it essentially equates to using fine-grained locks. To avoid livelocks, threads abort on failed lock acquisition, and try to avoid further conflicts by using an exponential backoff.

ISTM implements versioned locks with the intent of allowing invisible reads, which closely resemble the ones used by GPU-STM. For this implementation the shadow memory contains versioned locks, which consist of a version counter, with the least significant bit being used as a lock. This type of locks is very similar to other time-based STM’s, like TinySTM. If a thread attempts to read a locked position, it aborts unless it owns that lock (which means it has already written to that position in this transaction). If the lock is free, the thread reads the value and saves its address and version to the local read log. The lock is only acquired for writes.

On commit-time ISTM validates its reads by checking if the local version is consistent with the one in the Global Memory. If this fails the thread releases the acquired locks and reverts its changes, otherwise it both frees the locks and increments them, to notify other threads that it has successfully committed.
2.3.3 PR-STM

The last STM presented is PR-STM [43]. It is a lock based STM using versioned locks for both validation and conflict detection. It works in a similar way to the already presented ISTM, as reads are invisible, but it uses deferred writes. The global lock table is also different from ISTM’s, in that its mapping is done using hashing and does not need to be one to one, i.e., several memory locations can use a single lock. While this may increase the rate of conflicts, it also decreases the memory overhead of the lock metadata. This flexibility is very important as the GPUs memory is quite limited.

The most important innovation presented by this TM is the static contention manager. In PR-STM each thread is assigned a unique priority, and locking is a two stage process, involving acquiring two different locks: the write-lock and the pre-lock. Threads with higher priorities can "steal" pre-locks, from lower priority threads. This means that, on conflict detection when acquiring a lock, at least one thread will continue, avoiding livelocks and deadlocks, as the highest priority conflicting thread gets to "abort" the lower priority ones.

When compared to GPU-STM, PRSTM’s lock-stealing allows it to have a much smaller overhead. Sorting the locks is a non-trivial operation, if it is done at commit time the complexity is $n \times \log(n)$, otherwise, if done as GPU-STM instead, then the instrumentation overhead for each operation in a transaction increases non-trivially.

In PR-STM, threads only detect conflicts when they fail to acquire a lock, or when they try to read a write locked position. Validation starts with pre-locking each entry in its read and write sets. Each success leads to checking if the local version value matches the global one, for that memory position. When any of these two steps fails, the transactions is aborted. If all pre-locks are acquired with success validation continues, by checking if any pre-lock was stolen. If this fails the transaction aborts and releases all its locks, otherwise it is free to commit.

Otherwise, PR-STM executes transactions in a very similar fashion to CPUSTM with threads lazily detecting conflicts during validation. Like TinySTM, PR-STM keeps reads and write sets only for the lifetime of a transaction.

PRSTM’s relatively low memory overhead allows a greater degree of modifications to its design. Additionally the researchers were kind enough to provide access to source code for inspection and modification. These factors, along with it being a recent publication in this area, make it the implementation of choice for the work proposed here.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter both TM and GPGPU were discussed, ending with the concept of GPU TM. TM is an abstraction that moves the complexity of locking shared-data to a software/hardware library, whilst retaining performance similar to that of fine-grained locking.

In this abstraction critical sections of code are marked as transactions. From the coders perspective these are executed as if they were atomic operations, but in reality transactions are speculatively executed in parallel, and use mechanism to detect and roll-back illegal operations. Several TM imple-
Implementations are analysed and compared from the perspective of performance and energy consumption. Another important topic for the work proposed in this paper, scheduling, was also introduced. Finally an analysis on the most popular benchmarks for TM was done.

GPGPU is a relatively recent field of research, which focuses on leveraging GPU's processing power for non-graphics related tasks. Due to the high market demand for processing power on the GPU market, these have evolved into highly performant multicore processors, with a theoretical operation throughput higher than that of CPUs.

Despite their high theoretical performance, GPU programming is a difficult task. One of the biggest offenders in this area is synchronization, as the GPU memory model imposes lots of restrictions on coding. This motivates the usage of TM solutions on GPU, which were discussed in the last section.
Building on the previous chapter’s research, a new TM system, named Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM), is presented in this chapter. The goal of this system is to be able to transparently schedule a transactional workload across CPU and GPU, maintaining correctness, and achieving a superior performance to a CPU-only or GPU-only solution. All of this, whilst using a programming interface that abstracts the inter-unit synchronization problems away from the programmer, hence greatly reducing the complexity of development.

Whilst TM systems are already used to abstract the difficulties of synchronising multiple threads within a single processing unit, to the best of the author’s knowledge, no solution exists that extends the convenient TM abstraction beyond the boundaries of CPUs or GPUs. This lack of heterogeneous solutions is due to the multitude of new challenges presented by heterogeneity, notably the high latency in inter-unit communication and the different programming models of CPU-based and GPU-based applications.

Nonetheless, with the growing interest in GPGPU research, as well as the emergence of new hardware and software solutions, that minimise these problems, the interest in applications that make effective use both CPU and GPU grows [7], [44], [45].

In this chapter, the architecture of the designed HeterosTM system is detailed, as well as the system’s programming interface and expected usage.

### 3.1 Architecture Overview

This section presents an overview of HeterosTM’s architecture and execution model. A large variety of heterogeneous systems exist, however, for the purposes of this work the system’s considered were those comprised of a single CPU and a single dedicated, consumer-grade GPU. Nonetheless, HeterosTM’s design was extended to support multiple GPUs. To start, the basic, single GPU/CPU design is introduced. Its execution model, for a single GPU/CPU system is represented on the flowchart in Fig. 3.1. Furthermore, the single GPU limitation refers to a single instance of the CPU TM not to a hardware limitation.

When using HeterosTM the programmer is responsible only for providing the transactional code and inserting inputs into the system. In turn, the system is responsible for scheduling transactions across the different processing units and ensuring correctness. To improve performance, HeterosTM allows programmers to provide hints on which computational unit (CPU vs GPU) should be used to process transactions.

Clearly, the likelihood of succeeding in successfully executing concurrent transactions on heterogeneous units can be strongly affected by the effectiveness of the transactional partitioning scheme. An effective partitioning scheme would strive to schedule transactions so as to minimize inter unit conflicts, whose detection is way more expensive than for transactions executing on the same unit. To allow for partitioning, HeterosTM uses a producer/consumer execution model for its transactions, with the user producing transactions by inserting transactional inputs in to the system.

HeterosTM currently adopts a simple hint-based approach, which allows programmers to exploit ap-
plication/domain knowledge to take informed decisions on which computational unit to use for executing their transaction. Yet, the programming interface of HeterosTM is flexible enough to allow embedding more sophisticated scheduling techniques that may decide to further optimize the programmer sug-
HeterosTM’s execution model involves switching between two states: Execution and Synchronization. The system alternates between the two, either running a transactional workload in the Execution state, or running system error checking, in the Synchronization state.

Synchronization amongst threads running on the CPU and threads running on the GPU occurs in a lazy fashion, i.e., periodically or when the set of transactions to be executed on the CPU or GPU is completed. Once synchronization triggers the HeterosTM system uses transaction logs, which contain the cumulative CPU write-sets, to compare the memory accesses amongst units to ensure no inter-unit conflict has occurred. Comparison is done by searching for intersections between a unit’s write set, and the others read-sets, which serializes the former, which is the CPU in this system, before the latter.

One noteworthy aspect of this design is that it only requires units to exchange the write-sets of the transactions they processed. Read-sets are, conversely, never communicated among processing units. As transactions’ read-sets are typically much larger than write-sets in common TM workloads, this allows for a significant reduction in the amount of data to be transferred - which is crucial to maximize the efficiency of the system.

In case of successful synchronization, with no conflicts detected, both units’ datasets are updated with each other’s produced results. When any conflict is detected among the set of transactions executed on the CPU and the GPU(s), HeterosTM decides which batch of transactions to commit, causing the other unit to rerun, drop its results and overriding its dataset with the other unit’s. This synchronization scheme essentially creates a two-step commit phase for every transaction, with the first commit performed locally within the unit and the second commit performed after inter-unit synchronization.

The system’s initial design goal was to use the GPU as an accelerator, with the CPU’s copy of the data being the authoritative copy and the GPU’s copy always serialized after the CPU’s. Based on this vision, only the CPU’s commits are preserved in case of conflict. This design decision was motivated by the CUDA programming model’s inherent Master-Slave architecture, as well as the CPU’s capability to expose results to the user/outside world, in which case late aborts due to unit synchronization are undesirable.

However, when transactional workloads are highly parallel, the GPU’s performance can dwarf the CPU’s. In these scenarios, GPUs can commit a much larger number of transactions than CPUs during a given time window/synchronization interval. Hence, always giving priority to the CPU in case of inter-unit conflicts, may be largely suboptimal performance wise, since it may lead to abort a larger batch of transactions in favour of a smaller one. Further, it may expose the transactions scheduled for processing GPU to the risk of starvation. To cope with this issue, HeterosTM supports different conflict resolution policies, which allow optimizing the system’s behaviour to maximize different objective functions (e.g., throughput vs fairness).

As mentioned, the focus of this dissertation is on investigating and evaluating heterogeneous CPU-GPU systems hosting a single GPU. Yet, the base design of HeterosTM has been extended also to support concurrent execution on a set of GPUs. The algorithm used in HeterosTM to support concurrent execution of multiple GPUs is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Multi-GPU execution flowchart.
When using multiple GPUs, each GPU receives its own batch of transactions, which are launched concurrently. When the units conclude execution of all the transactions in their batches, they notify the CPU, which starts to send its write-set for conflict detection. Each GPU does this comparison, so that conflicts can be detected with unit granularity and the system can preserve specific units’ results.

If comparison with CPU’s logs succeeds, the units lock access to the CPU temporarily, to commit their write sets in sequence. The GPU commit order is established dynamically, according to which GPU finishes its comparison with the CPU first. For instance in Fig. 3.2, GPU1 finishes the comparison first and is allowed to commit. On the other hand, GPU2 needs to wait to commit its results to GPU and, as other GPU units have already committed, it must also validate its read set with all of the preceding GPUs’ write-sets, which in this case is only GPU1.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, when using HeterosTM the system is fully in charge of scheduling transactions. When programmers submit transactions for execution in the HeterosTM system, these are dispatched towards a set of queues, from where the processing units fetch their inputs. HeterosTM maintains a set of queues per each processing unit queues, from where it fetches its transactions, as well as shared queue for non-attributed transactions.

For each transaction, the queue stores the inputs, the results produced, and if they have already been run successfully or not. Ideally the queues’ transactions for each unit are partitioned perfectly from the others’ queues, however transactions may be moved to another unit’s queue for load balancing amongst units.

If the programmer uses multiple types of transactions, the system instead keeps separate, per-unit queues for each of the transaction types, fetching from these in a round-robin manner. Using multiple queues consumes a lot of system resources, however, separate unit queues facilitate batching transactions which is the ideal use case for the GPU. Furthermore, although this is application dependent, separating queues into multiple types of transactions allows the programmer to batch together similar operations, for even lower thread divergence.

The key challenges faced when developing the HeterosTM system are the following:

1. Introducing logging support for the CPU/GPU TMs used as the base for this system, in an efficient fashion, enabling the HeterosTM system to detect conflicts between the different units.
2. Developing comparison algorithms capable of detecting conflicts between the different units, whilst adding the smallest possible overhead.
3. Partitioning and scheduling transactions amongst CPU and GPU whilst avoiding conflicts with a large degree of confidence.
4. Resolving conflicts amongst units, both ensuring correctness and minimising impact of conflicts on system performance.

In the following sections of this chapter the solutions chosen for these challenges are presented, as well as the usage of the HeterosTM API.
3.2 Programming Interface

To use HeterosTM the programmer needs to first define the transactional inputs, and then the transactional functions and kernels to be ran. HeterosTM’s API is composed by 4 core primitives:

`int REGISTER_TRANSACTION(int txtype_id, function * funcCPU, function * funcGPU, size_t outputSize, size_t inputSize);` This function is used to register a transactional code block in the HeterosTM system. The programmer has to provide two pointers to the functions to be executed, depending on whether the transaction is executed on the CPU or on the GPU. For the case of the GPU, the function pointer is a wrapper for a CUDA Kernel. This primitive also requires a unique id, txtype_id, as an input to identify each CPU/GPU transaction pair, as well as the size of the inputs and outputs of these transactions. Returns 1 on success, 0 otherwise.

`void START(int memorySize, int CPUthreads, int GPUthreads, int GPUcount);` Called to start the execution of the HeterosTM system. The arguments for this primitive are the the thread counts for the various units, the number of GPUs to use and the maximum size of the memory to be shared by the CPU and GPU. This primitive is also responsible for allocating the datasets’ memory, which is why it requires its size as input, as well allocation and initialization of the queues for the registered transactions.

`int SUBMIT(int txtype_id, void * txInput, int unit_id_hint);` Used to request the execution of a transaction of type txtype_id, and to specify its input arguments (if any), as well as the user provided hint, of which computational unit to use to execute the transaction. Units are identified numerically, with the CPU always being zero, and the GPU(s) using their CUDA device ID incremented by one. The hint may also be ANY, placing the transaction in the shared queue. This call returns the unique ID of the scheduled transaction, which can be used to retrieve the result produced by its execution.

`tx_output GET_RESULT(int tx_id);` This primitive is used to fetch the produced results, if any exist. As there no time guarantees for when a transaction is ran, a non blocking variant of this primitive also exists, which can be used to check whether the transaction has already been executed without blocking the caller thread.

When using HeterosTM these primitives are essentially called in order. The programmer inserts his transactions into the system with REGISTER_TRANSACTION() primitive, and then starts execution by calling START(). START() launches the CPU threads, initializes the GPU(s) with the data needed for execution and builds the necessary queues.

When the START() has been successfully called, the user is free to submit transactions via SUBMIT(), however he is no longer capable of registering new transactions. Finally, to retrieve these transactions’ return values the user call GET_RESULT().

As mentioned, HeterosTM’s execution model involves switching between two states: Execution and Synchronization.

The Synchronization state is triggered when all GPU batches are concluded, as when a kernel is launched there is no efficient way to kill it. Therefore, the conclusion of a GPU kernel is the best time to
check for illegal accesses in both units, which means the size of the CPU batches defines the frequency of synchronization.

Every time a new transaction is submitted, the system dispatches it to the computational unit specified by the programmer-provided hint. This helps mitigating inter-unit contention, but may lead to load unbalancing scenarios, where one unit keeps getting all the inputs while others starve.

To cope with this issue, in case all the queues of a unit are empty, the unit can consume transactions from the shared queue, or from the queues of other units.

Its worth noting that CUDA's limitations present a challenge when using dynamic memory allocation. To implement similar functionality, HeterosTM provides its own memory allocator. This allocator is limited to only allocating inside the memory region established as the dataset when first calling the START() primitive.

### 3.3 Integrating TinySTM and PR-STM in HeterosTM

To implement TM for each of the units, HeterosTM includes two state-of-the-art STM implementations: TinySTM for the CPU and PR-STM for the GPU. In order to support HeterosTM speculative execution model, both Tiny and PR STM had to undergo some lightweight and unobtrusive modifications, which aimed at persisting the read-sets and write-sets of transactions beyond their normal lifespan.

Indeed, like most TM systems, both Tiny and PR maintain read and write sets of transaction for commit time validation. However, these logs are only temporary and are discarded after the transaction's completion.

In the proposed system, though, these logs must be kept until a inter-unit synchronization is triggered, due to the need of detecting conflicts developed among transactions executing in different computational units.

Clearly, it is desirable that the logging functionality has minimum impact on the base STM performance. Further, the logging system should be designed so to allow for efficient implementations of the validation phase and efficient usage of system resources.

A key design choice of HeterosTM aimed to maximize validation's efficiency is to require exclusively exchanging the transactions' write-sets, which are up to several order of magnitudes smaller than tx write-sets in popular benchmarks [46]. In fact, HeterosTM attempts to serialize the GPU transaction batch, after the CPU. To verify whether this is possible, one needs to confirm that none of the memory regions read by any of the transactions processed by a GPU was written by a CPU transaction. This validation is implemented in HeterosTM by having the CPU sending the write-sets of its batch to the GPU which compares them with the (locally available) read-sets of the transactions it processed.

As the logs are no longer necessary after synchronization, this allows the HeterosTM to free up logs after validation, so as to more efficiently use system memory.
3.3.1 Changes to TinySTM

The CPU is always synchronized before the GPU, therefore, it only needs to save its own write-set. The focus of development of the TinySTM's logging system was minimizing the logging system's impact on transactional performance.

A first decision was to maintain distinct per CPU thread logs, as the system only needs to know which memory positions the CPU accessed and therefore its log can be kept out of order and split. This removes the need for inter-thread synchronization upon successful commits, meaning the only overhead incurred is performing a copy of the write-sets from TinySTM's local data structures - which are recycled when the transaction terminates - to HeterosTM's in-memory logs.

In order to reduce the frequency of dynamic memory allocation, as it is very costly in terms of performance, HeterosTM preallocates large memory chunks with a capacity of 64K log entries. Memory chunks are organized into a linked list: whenever a memory chunk is full it is appended to the linked list, a new chunk is allocated. This design also has the advantage of facilitating log transfers between units.

With this base design two variations of a CPU logging systems were developed:

- **Address Log:** In this case, each entry of the log stores only the memory address of the position accessed. This saves the minimum amount of information possible for a comparison, and therefore has the smallest possible footprint, facilitating its transfer to the GPU. On the downside, it provides no information to the GPU on the values which were produced by the writes issued by transactions committed by the CPU. Hence, as we will discuss in Section 3.4, the usage of this log requires the use of an additional phase to transfer the memory regions updated by the CPU towards the GPU in case the inter-unit synchronization is successful.

- **Versioned Log:** In this case, beside address, the log also stores the value written and the current value of TinySTM's global timestamps (a scalar clock used by TinySTM to establish the transaction serialization order). Compared to the Address log, the Versioned log records a larger amount of information. However, as we will discuss in Section 3.4 it enables the use of efficient validation mechanisms that allow CPU to keep on processing transactions, in a non-blocking fashion, even while inter-unit validation is in progress.

In Section 4.1.1 these two implementations are profiled to find out the workloads for which they provide the best results.

3.3.2 Changes to PR-STM

The GPU TM also requires modifications, with the goal of storing transactional logs.

An important consideration when developing for the GPU is that dynamic memory allocation inside a kernel has a huge negative impact on performance, and is considered a bad practice. Therefore all GPU logs should be designed using some form of statically allocated log.

On the GPU side, HeterosTM gathers logs for the read-sets and write-sets of committed transactions, supporting two different approaches:
• Explicit log: A per-thread explicit log of all the memory positions accessed. Threads story only the address of the accessed memory positions, in the GPU's global memory. Logs are kept per-thread, and are stored in warp-sized contiguous addresses to allow for coalesced memory accesses.

• Compressed log: A global data structure, functioning as bitmap of the accessed memory positions. This log's structure uses bytes, instead of bits like in regular bitmaps, so that it avoids reading it to update it. An access is always signalled by setting an entry to 1, so to add a new entry the system only needs to write to the correct position with no need for locking. The logs for read-sets and write-sets are layed out in memory as two contiguous memory words, which indicate if that address was read or written, respectively.

For both logging systems, the read-set is added to the log when PR-STM successfully validates a transaction, whilst the write-set is saved when committing the results. The logs for read-sets and write-sets are layed out in memory in an interleaved fashion. This design is motivated by the consideration that some memory locality is expected to exist for these two sets, which will improve performance by using caching and coalesced accesses more efficiently.

Unlike the CPU's case, here the two log implementations are quite different. The Explicit Log allows for a very low computational overhead, at the cost of memory space, since all this algorithm does is copying the accessed addresses to global memory. However, with the large number of threads in the GPU this logging implementation's scaling becomes pretty poor as it can require enormous amounts of memory, and an even greater number of operations whilst comparing, as each entry in this log needs to be compared with each entry in the log its comparing to. Further more this design is not very efficient, as it may store several duplicate entries if it accesses the same positions multiple times.

The Compressed log on the other hand, is designed for very fast comparisons, and has great scaling both in terms of memory and number of threads. Whilst ideally each entry in its bitmap equates to a memory position, a decrease in granularity can be beneficial as it allows for a much smaller memory footprint, at the cost of the possibility of false-positives in conflict detection, but maintaining no possibility of false-negatives. In HeterosTM we chose to use PR-STM's hashing algorithm to map the addresses as relative instead of absolute, which facilitates comparison with the CPU's logs. Using this means that granularity in the bitmap is tied to the one used for the locks, which is a concession to avoid the usage of an extra set of locks.

Despite the Explicit Log presenting a good case for scenarios where the logs are expected to be small - long transactions with few transactional accesses - these sort of workload is not favourable for the GPU which is why for most of the tests presented in Chapter 4 the Compressed Log is the one used. In Section 4.1.2 these two implementations are tested and compared.
3.4 Synchronization

Synchronization is one of the two systems states for Heteros™ where the transaction batches processed by the CPU and GPU are validated in order to detect whether they developed any conflict or not. The former case requires aborting one of the batches. In the latter case, instead, the write-sets produced by the two computation units must be merged in order to ensure that both units reach a common state. Fig. 3.3 presents the base Heteros™ Synchronization algorithm.

Figure 3.3: Base Heteros™ synchronization fluxogram.

As pictured in Fig. 3.3, this state is split into 4 consecutive phases. Setup, is the first phase and is used to lock the CPU and prepare for the log comparison. The Validation phase happens next. During this phase, the CPU sends its logs to the GPU, which compares them with its own logs, to detect if the CPU’s writes intersect with its reads, transferring back the outcome of the validations to the CPU. The Validation phase ends when either all comparisons are finished or one of them detects a conflict, and the system enters the Resolution phase. When a conflict is detected this phase is used to decide on
which unit should get priority, otherwise when no conflict is detected both units’ transactional batches can be committed, and have to be applied to both units. When the Resolution phase finishes, the units chosen to do inter-unit commits does so during the Commit phase.

Logs are compared on the GPU as this is a fully parallel workload. Since the comparison is also a workload that does not need to be executed in order, it also allows the usage of CUDA Streams [4], which do not ensure any sort of ordering, to run overlapping comparison kernels.

Since HeteroSTM’s CPU logs are per-thread, each thread is responsible for launching comparison with its logs on the GPU when notified by the CPU’s control thread. To achieve this HeteroSTM uses Streams, allowing CPU threads to launch kernels and transfers in parallel. To guarantee that the system is oversubscribing the GPU and the PCI-Express transfers, each CPU thread queues multiple operations in different Streams. Using this approach, the GPU can run multiple comparisons kernels in parallel and overlap them with the memory transfers. Further overlapping could be achieved on high-performance GPUs, which support concurrent bi-directional transfers, however, in the interest of making HeteroSTM universal, this is not considered.

To avoid excessive non-log related memory transfers between units, the Validation phase is also used to update the GPU with the CPU’s write set. Since the CPU’s log only keeps its writes, any address present in the log is an address to be overridden with value of the CPU’s dataset. In the ideal scenario (no inter-unit conflicts) this means that at the end of the Validation phase the GPU already has its memory image fully updated with the CPU’s results. For the Commit phase, the system simply overrides the now outdated CPU dataset with the more recent CPU plus GPU data, which is present on the GPU.

Since using the same type of fine-grained memory transfers to update the CPU’s dataset with the GPU’s produced results is not efficient in the CUDA programming model, as it requires dynamically allocated memory, HeteroSTM divides its dataset into chunks of 128KB and transfers only the updated chunks. To do so, HeteroSTM uses the GPU’s write-set to build a map of the regions that were touched by the GPU and transfers only those regions to CPU during the Commit phase.

When using the Address log, the approach of comparing and applying requires that the CPU’s dataset is transferred to the GPU before Validation, during the Setup phase. When comparing the CPU has to stop transaction processing as that would cause the dataset transferred to the GPU to be outdated. Addresses contained in the log are checked with the GPU’s log, and then updated in the GPU’s dataset with the previously sent CPU copy. The algorithms used to run the log comparison are presented in Section 3.4.1.

Transferring the whole dataset is very costly, and scales poorly with increased dataset size. This can be avoided by using the Versioned Log as it already contains all the necessary information to run comparison and apply the write sets. The Versioned Log does not require the initial memory image transfer, as already mentioned in Section 4.1.1, provide the additional advantage of enabling a, so called, Non-Blocking Synchronization. This alternate Synchronization algorithm only blocks the CPU from producing new results at the end of the Validation phase, as opposed to the start of Setup.

When using Non-Blocking Synchronization, the CPU’s threads queue batches of comparisons until all
of their streams are occupied. Threads periodically check their streams to see if they’ve all concluded, in which case they queue up a new batch of comparisons, otherwise they continue executing transactions. This Synchronization algorithm requires a workload where the comparison of a set of logs is fast enough that the CPU cannot produce a similarly sized set of logs in the same time interval - which has always been the case for all the workloads we tested, as log comparison can be parallelized very efficiently using GPUs. When the number of elements remaining in the log reaches a certain, user defined, minimum the system blocks and enters the final Synchronization Phases.

If a conflict between units is detected, the Conflict Resolution phase is used to decide on which unit should be allowed to commit. HeterosTM implements three different Conflict Resolution techniques, which are presented in Section 3.4.2. The unit which maintains its results after the Conflict Resolution overrides the others dataset with its own during the Commit phase, therefore deleting results produced by the other.

### 3.4.1 Validation

The validation is the most resource intensive phase of Synchronization, as it is comprised multiple memory transfers, both to and from the GPU. It is also very important for HeterosTM that conflicts are properly detected, so that it can ensure opacity and correctness. Below are presented the algorithms used by HeterosTM for the Validation phase, starting with the CPU.

**CPU Side**

As previously pictured in Fig. 3.3, HeterosTM uses two types of CPU threads. The Worker Threads are the ones executing the transactional workload. On the other hand, the Control Thread is the one responsible for interfacing between the GPU and CPU Worker Threads. In Listing 3.1 is the pseudo-code for Blocking Synchronization.

The Worker threads also play a key role in the Validation, as they are the ones that queue the transactions. Due to the CPU's logs design as a linked list of arrays, the comparisons are partitioned into these same arrays. As each Worker Thread only has access to small quantity of GPU memory, threads only launch a certain number of comparisons at each time, referred to as comparison streams.

When the Synchronization phase is triggered, the CPU Worker threads block, while the Control Thread is carrying out the memory transfers in the Setup phase. Threads are blocked using barriers, to ensure that no progress happens until all threads lock. After the set-up HeterosTM enters the Validation phase. During this phase the Control Thread is idle, whilst the Worker Threads are queueing comparisons.

Worker Threads queue comparison streams, and then wait until either they all conclude or one of them detects an error. CUDA's callbacks are used to execute a function, which notify the threads when the attached comparison kernel ends. Upon error detection, or full log comparison conclusion, the Worker Threads block, whilst the Controller Thread runs through the remaining phases for synchronization.
Listing 3.1: Blocking Comparison Queuing Algorithm.

```c
function comparison_Blocking () {
    barrier_cross(); //Lock for Setup phase
    logPointer = fetch_log();
    barrier_cross(); //Signal start of comparison
    while (logAux != NULL && compFlag == 0) {
        count = 0;
        for (n = 0; n < nb_Streams && logPointer != NULL; n++) {
            launch_comparison(logPointer);
            logPointer = logPointer->next;
        }
        while (comparison_finished_counter < n);
        if (error_Comparison())
            compFlag = 1;
    }
    barrier_cross(); //Signal end of comparison
}
```

On the other hand Non-Blocking Synchronization, presented in Listing 3.2, only blocks the worker threads at the end of validation phase, i.e., more precisely during the validation of the last comparison stream. In this algorithm after queueing a comparison stream, the Worker Threads return to executing transactions, instead of idling while waiting for the GPU to finish the batch.

When using the Non-Blocking algorithm, the Worker Threads use three different Validation states, so that they can both run transactions and queue comparisons. During the Read state, which is the initial state, the thread fetches a new log, and checks its size. If the size is equal to a threshold (for instance 1 comparison stream) the thread moves to the Lock state, and runs comparison as shown in 3.1. Otherwise, the thread moves into the Stream state, where it queues comparison streams and runs transactions. When the queued batch of comparisons finishes the thread queues another one, unless all the fetched logs have been compared, in which case the thread returns to the Read State.

**GPU Side**

Log comparison is an ideal workload for the GPU's architecture, since it is comprised of a large amount of tasks, which may be executed in any order. The design of HeterosTM, with logs being inherently partitioned both by being per thread and by being a linked list, also favours the usage of Streams, as comparison can be done in any order, unaffected by the GPU's weak ordering.

Comparison for the Address log is very straightforward. The kernel, whose pseudo-code is pre-
Listing 3.2: Pseudo-code for Non-Blocking Comparison Queuing.

```c
function comparison_nonBlocking () {
    /* Fetch elements from the log*/
    if(state == READ) {
        logPointer = fetch_log();
        comparison_finished_counter = 0;
        n = 0;
        if(nb_element(logPointer) < LOCK_THRESHOLD)
            state = LOCK
        else
            state = STREAM;
    }

    /* Non-blocking comparison queuing*/
    if(state = STREAM) {
        /* Exit if the last batch has not finished*/
        if(comparison_finished_counter != n)
            return;

        /* Check if the last batch failed*/
        if(error_Comparison()) {
            compFlag = 1;
            state = LOCK;
        } else {
            /* If the log is now empty go back to reading otherwise queue a new batch of transactions*/
            if(nb_element(logPointer) == 0) {
                state = READ;
            } else {
                /* Launch a batch of comparisons*/
                for( n=0; n<nb_Streams && logPointer!=NULL; n++ ) {
                    launch_comparison(logPointer);
                    logPointer = logPointer->next;
                }
            }
        }

        /* Lock to finish synchronization*/
        if(state = LOCK) {
            comparison_Blocking();
            state = READ;
        }
    }
}
```
Listing 3.3: Code for Address Log comparison.

```c
__global__ void checkAddressLogKernel(
    int * flag_conflict,  /* Flag for error detection */
    long * host_log,      /* Host log */
    int * device_log,     /* GPU read log */
    int size_host_log,    /* Size of the device log */
    long * device_data,   /* Device Dataset */
    long * host_data)     /* Host Dataset */
{
    int id = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;
    int address;

    if (*flag_conflict == 0) {
        if (id < size_host_log) {
            address = host_log[id];

            if (device_log[address] == 1)
                *flag_conflict = 1;
            else
                device_data[address] = host_data[address];
        }
    }
}
```

sent in Listing 3.3 is launched with a number of threads equal to the size of the log it is comparing. Each thread reads from one element of the CPU log, and then searches the GPU's log for that very same memory address. If it detects an conflict, the unit sets a flag in global memory to 1. All kernels check the flag in global memory at the start of execution, to detect if one of the other Streams that ran before have detected an error.

The kernel for the Versioned Log, is fairly similar, with the added version checking, which was added to allow storing the log entries to the GPU dataset. In general, logs can be expected to contain duplicate entries for the same memory position, corresponding to updates serialized in different order by the Tiny. The version checking is what allows the Versioned Log comparison to be executed out-of-order while still ensuring that by the end of the execution we have the most updated values applied to the GPU's dataset.

Since updating a memory position and checking its version are atomic operations, this comparison kernel uses the GPU's lock array to lock the memory positions when reading the current version, and when updating both its value and its version. Therefore, the comparison overhead for this specific algorithm is slightly higher than Address log's comparison kernel. In situations where the dataset is small, the overhead increases as the probability of threads fighting for lock increases. However, when the dataset's size increases significantly, fighting for locks becomes improbable, and the initial overhead of transferring the full data set to the GPU means that the Address Log gets worst whilst the Versioned Log gets better.

As each logging solution favours a certain workload, HeterosTM implements both, leaving it to the user to decide which is more appropriate for his application.
3.4.2 Conflict Resolution

When a conflict is detected the system must decide how to proceed, by selecting which units get to keep their commits and which will be overridden. HeterosTM implements three different Conflict Resolution (CR) policies:

- **GPU Invalidation**: In this configuration the CPU is seen as the master copy, and always keeps its commits no matter what. This may lead to GPU starvation when the workloads cause are prone to inter unit conflicts. However, it allows CPU commits to be externalized immediately (e.g., to external users or systems interacting with the application), without waiting for the completion of the synchronization phase with the GPU as CPU commits are guaranteed to never be discarded.

- **Favour Fastest CR**: A throughput oriented CR. With this configuration, the system compares the commits produced be the units since the last Synchronization, and the unit with the most commits wins. This can still lead to starvation for the slowest unit, however for workloads we tested, it can still lead to better performance than than GPU invalidation.

- **Balanced CR**: Focused on avoiding starvation, this CR ensures that both the GPU and CPU both get to commit a roughly even number of batches of transactions.

Balanced is based on GPU Invalidation, in the sense that the CPU is assumed to be the master copy and that the GPU is always overridden on conflicts. To ensure that both units have a roughly similar amount of inter-unit commits, Balanced CR disables the CPU after a certain, programmer defined, number of failed inter-unit conflicts. The CPU remains disabled until the GPU commits a programmer defined portion of the transactions that lead to to locking the CPU. With the correct configuration Balanced avoids starvation for both units, however this approach leads to, in general, a hit in performance when compared to Favour Fastest CR.

3.5 Summary

This Chapter presents Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM), a new abstraction, based on TM, that facilitates programming for heterogeneous systems by allowing concurrent access to the same dataset by various units. When using HeterosTM users give it transactional inputs and the system is in charge of scheduling them to run in the correct unit, and then executing it.

To use HeterosTM the user first defines his transactional code for both CPU and GPU, the and their inputs and outputs. After setting this up and initializing the system, the user submits transaction inputs into the system, along with a hint of what is the bes unit to run them: The system places the transaction on queue taking both this hint and other factors into account, to schedule this transactions in the appropriate processing units.

To achieve concurrent access amongst units HeterosTM uses a speculative model, were certain memory regions are assigned for each unit to work with. Units may occasionally be assigned overlapping regions, or require access to other unit's regions, possibly creating inter-unit conflicts. To guarantee opacity units alternate between running transactions and checking for conflicts.
The inter-unit conflicts are detected lazily when HeterosTM synchronizes units. When no conflict exists, the units exchange their produced results amongst themselves. Otherwise, HeterosTM's Conflict Resolution (CR) decides which unit gets commit, and that unit overrides other’s dataset with own, effectively rolling back their transactions.
To evaluate the performance of HeterosTM, a prototype was developed and tested in a variety of scenarios. The results of these tests are presented in this chapter. Due to time constraints, the HeterosTM programmer API was not implemented, although all the underlying synchronization and scheduling algorithms which power this API were developed, with two exceptions: load balancing between units, and load balancing inside the units, amongst the different queues.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the chosen solutions for the base unit’s TM systems were TinySTM and PR-STM, respectively for the CPU and the GPU. Both these TMs were modified to support logging as described in Chapter 3.

HeterosTM was tested with two benchmarks:

- Bank: a synthetic benchmark provided by TinySTM, which simulates transferring money between accounts.
- MemcachedGPU: part of GPU version of Memcached [8], a popular distributed memory object caching system adopted by many popular web-services, such as Facebook or Twitter.

Due to its simple nature as synthetic benchmark, Bank was used to profile the various elements of HeterosTM. Furthermore, Bank’s algorithms also allow for a fine-grained control of both intra-unit (inside each unit) and inter-unit (between units) conflict rates, which are used to study the scenarios in which the usage of HeterosTM is beneficial.

On the other hand, Memcached is a real application and tests ran with it serve to evaluate the utility of this system in a more realistic scenario. The benchmark is based on GNoM’s [8] algorithms for searching and inserting keys into Memcached’s tables, and does not consider the full network stack.

All tests on this chapter, unless specifically mentioned, were run on a machine with an Intel Core i7-5960X processor, using a quad-core configuration, and two Nvidia Geforce GTX980 GPUs (GM204 micro architecture), connected to the CPU with a PCI-Express 3.0 bus.

4.1 Bank

Bank is a synthetic benchmark provided by TinySTM, which simulates transferring money between bank accounts. Each account is a value in an array, and Bank’s various transaction operate over several of these variables with atomicity. Bank has 3 types of transactions: Transfer - which transfers money between accounts, Total - which reads the values of all banks accounts and adds them up, and finally Reset, which returns all accounts to 0. For homogeneity purposes the test presented here use only the Transfer transactions.

The Bank benchmark was designed with the Transfer transaction happening between only two accounts. However, to test a larger variety of scenarios this benchmark was extended to support transfer between multiple accounts within a single transaction. Both this decision, and usage of transfer transactions only, mirrors the tests used to evaluate PR-STM.

This benchmark’s simplicity allows it to be used to profile the behaviour of both processing unit’s TMs separately as well as the various elements combined solution, at a lower level. Additionally, since
this is an easily partitionable benchmark, it was used extensively to profile the Synchronization phase’s functioning with respect to how the different CRs work, and how the different Synchronization algorithms perform.

For the Bank benchmark only the synchronization algorithms were studied, as the transaction queues were not implemented. Instead, as is the design of Bank, each unit generated its own transactional inputs locally.

The approach taken to evaluate the system, was to begin by analysing the CPU only solutions first, which provide a baseline for further comparisons with the combined system. Furthermore, this allows the system to be correctly tuned to run in an ideal workload for both units. After these tests, the combined system is tested in several configurations, as well as different levels of intra and inter contention.

4.1.1 Evaluating TinySTM

In order to profile TinySTM, the first step is to evaluate its performance for various levels of contention and different thread counts. The Bank benchmarks was tested with three different dataset sizes to observe different levels of intra-contention. For this Tiny was evaluated using 3 datasets, with each being twice as large as the previous, with the Medium one being 2 KB in size. The results of this test are presented on Fig. 4.1.

![Figure 4.1: TinySTM evaluation test.](image)

From analysing these results, it can be concluded that the ideal number of transactional threads for TinySTM is four. From the contention comparison graph specifically, it is observed that the abort rate is vastly increased for runs with over four threads, except for the scenario with very low contention, due to its very large dataset.

Although the processor used for these tests has only four physical cores, it has support for eight concurrent threads in hardware, via hyper threading. As performance only degrades for thread counts over 4, and only for scenarios with contention, it can be deduced that hyperthreading exacerbates contention’s impact on performance. This happens due to hyperthreading causing threads to sleep, which,
in a lock heavy workload (as is the case for TM), causing a thread to sleep may stall another waiting to acquire its locks.

Having set TinySTM to use 4 threads, the next step was to test the impact of the developed logging solutions on performance. As is visible on Fig. 4.2, the results of this test match the goals proposed in Section 3.3.1, as the impact of the logging solution in CPU TM performance is negligible.

![Figure 4.2: CPU log comparison.](image)

### 4.1.2 Evaluating PR-STM

The tests set for PR-STM, the GPU TM, aim for the same goals as the ones in Section 4.1.1. To obtain the correct thread/block configuration, Bank was ran with different warp and block sizes, and a large dataset to avoid contention as a factor.

In Fig. 4.3, it can be observed that whilst performance is pretty close for all block sizes, runs with blocks of 1024 threads are slightly inferior, whilst blocks of 128 threads offer the best overall throughput. The GPU used to obtain these results uses the Nvidia Maxwell micro architecture, whose SMs support only up to four warps (128 threads) issued per clock cycle, which explains why this thread count excels.

From the graph it is also observable that total thread counts over 5000 are enough to fully saturate the GPU, therefore a configuration of 64 blocks of 128 threads (8192 total threads) is defined as being the point of ideal performance for HeterosTM testing, since it comfortably saturates the GPU.

![Figure 4.3: PR-STM thread/block evaluation.](image)
Using the ideal configuration of 128 threads per block, contention is analysed. The results are presented in Fig. 4.4. Contrary to what was expected, the Medium sized dataset (2 MB) is the one that provides the highest throughput, despite the having a higher contention than the one on the very large datasets. Using Nvidia’s profiler, it was discovered that the Medium dataset is small enough that both it, and PR-STM’s meta-data can fully fit into the L2 Cache of the GPU. As this workload is mainly memory-bound, the guaranteed cache hits greatly increase performance for smaller workloads, and offset the overheads caused by contention.

![Throughput Comparison](image1)

**Figure 4.4:** PR-STM evaluation test.

Finally the performance of the logging solutions presented in Section 3.3.2 is evaluated. As expected, the Compressed log has a higher overhead than the Explicit log, since it requires greater computational effort and has fewer coalesced memory accesses. Furthermore, when comparing with the CPU’s logs both these solutions have a higher overhead than when compared to the base PR-STM. This is because in the GPU’s architecture accesses to global-memory, where the logs are kept, are by nature not very efficient, and represent a big bottleneck on system performance.

### 4.1.3 Evaluating HeTM

**HeterosTM** Bank tests analysed the following parameters: size of the dataset, transaction size and synchronization frequency. These tests were run with both types of CPU logs and the Favour Faster CR. For both thr Address log and Versioned log, the Blocking synchronization algorithm was used.

For these tests, the units were configured using the information gathered in the previous tests: the
Dataset Size

The dataset size influences the intra-contention and the cost of synchronization when using the Address Log. To evaluate how performance is affected by this factor, a scenario with no inter-contention was used. Fig. 4.6 presents the results of this test.

Peak performance for the combined system is hit when the GPU hits its peak performance point, as the CPU’s performance is mostly independent of dataset size, and this dataset is large enough that contention is not influential for the CPU.

As expected for small datasets, transferring the whole memory image is not costly, the Address log outperforms the heavier memory transfers of the Versioned Log. On the other, for the large datasets, the Address log’s performance decay is noticeably higher and the Versioned proves to be the better solution.

Overall, despite the weaker performance for small datasets, the Versioned log is the most robust solution as it is only slightly worse than the Address Log for small datasets, whilst still scaling for larger ones. Furthermore, for this test, the chosen workload heavily favours the Address log’s design, as it is write dominated. In scenarios where writes represent a smaller percentage of the workload, transferring the full dataset is even more inefficient.

As each of the logging solutions excels in one area, HeterosTM provides both, leaving to the programmer the choice of which is the best for his application.

Transaction Size

The transaction size test highlights some of the weaknesses of the GPU. As is pictured in Fig. 4.7, increasing the transaction size greatly decreases the GPU’s performance, whilst the CPU remains mostly stable. Here the overhead incurred by PR-STM’s two-step validation, which requires parsing the full readset twice, when combined with the inherent increased contention incurred by increasing the size of the transactions, causes the GPU’s performance to decay greatly.
When running longer transactions, the full system performance decays to that of a singular unit, as the slowdown incurred by running larger transactions causes the overhead of synchronization to nullify the performance gains of running on two units simultaneously. The increased size of the transactions increases the size of the CPU's logs, whilst synchronization frequency decreases, due to being linked with the GPU's throughput.

Sill, even for the more unfavourable scenario, HeterosTM is capable of matching the fastest GPU single unit performance.
Synchronization Frequency

When using a speculative model, the frequency of error checking is a key tuning parameter. If synchronization is too frequent, the overhead incurred with the constant stopping becomes too great and performance decays. On the other hand, synchronizing too late, may lead to a lot of wasted work, when one of the units is eventually doomed to fail.

To establish an ideal frequency of synchronization, Bank was tested with varying GPU work batch sizes as well different levels of overlapping between the two unit's partitions. This test was ran using the Versioned Log, and the Favour Faster CR. Fig. 4.8 presents the results of the test, and Fig. 4.9 presents the success rates for the various levels of contention.

![Graphs showing transaction throughput vs. GPU batch size for different contention levels.](image)

**Figure 4.8:** HeteroSTM performance evaluation for different inter-contention values, using high intra-contention.

Analysing these results, it is observable that HeteroSTM outperforms CPU only solutions for any inter-contention levels, as long as the batch sizes are bellow 500 thousand transactions. As expected, when batches start to get larger both the probability and the cost of conflicts increases as the units produce more results between each synchronization. Since for this test the CR of choice was the Favour Faster CR in the worst scenarios were synchronization fails repeatedly, performance degrades to a level slightly inferior than the one obtained with the GPU only solution, as this is the unit with the highest throughput.

On the other hand, in the low inter-contention scenarios, HeteroSTM's peak performance is close to the combined performances of the two involved units. This means that the developed system is competitive even with fine-grained solutions with perfect partitioning, despite its generic design.

From these graphs, it can be concluded that HeteroSTM's synchronization algorithm meets the goals set for the system, by allowing collaborative access to the same memory region in different units, so as long as it is tuned correctly and/or partitioned with a high degree of confidence. However this assumes...
In this scenario, HeterosTM’s performance instead degrades to that of the CPU, which for this scenario significantly impacts the throughput of the system. The system’s performance is heavily impacted in the high inter-contention scenario, where it only outperforms the GPU for really high frequencies of synchronization, and even so, only marginally. However, for the medium inter-contention scenario, the system still outperforms single unit, at the same range of frequencies as the Favour Faster CR. Furthermore, the goal for this CR was that synchronization did not degrade the CPU’s performance, which can be considered to be achieved, due to the throughput difference between the CPU and HeterosTM being inferior to 5%.

Both these CR algorithms may lead to starvation of one of the units, either by design on the GPU Invalidation algorithm, or due to workload related factors with the Favour Faster CR. To counter this, HeterosTM presents the Balanced CR, which uses tries to balance the commits between the two units according to factors set by the programmer. For testing purposes, Balanced CR is configured to block CPU commits for every failed GPU commit. Repeating the test for the Medium Inter-Contention scenario the results in Fig. 4.11 are obtained.

Observing these results, its clear that performance for this configuration of Balanced CR falls between Favour Faster and GPU Invalidation, failing to achieve the same performance degradation of Favour Faster. However, looking at Fig. 4.11(b), it can be seen that the goal of balancing commits between both units is achieved, which may be more important than throughput in certain applications.
It should also be noted that the Balanced CR allows for other configuration options, allowing the user to fine-tune it to his performance needs.

**Non-Blocking**

So far, all tests were ran using the Blocking algorithm. In Fig. 4.12 this algorithm is compared with the Non-blocking algorithm, for the two extreme inter-contention scenarios. The GPU Invalidation algorithm is used, as it facilitates the observation of the differences between the algorithms.

When inter-contention is low, the performance difference between the two algorithms is negligible. On the other hand, in high contention scenarios, the difference is much starker, with the Non-Blocking algorithm being considerably better. In these high inter-contention scenarios, much of the time spent synchronizing is wasted, as the comparisons are doomed to fail, and the CPU might have been producing results instead of locking, which is exactly what the Non-blocking algorithm allows, and why its performance is superior.

**Comparison with Zero-copy**

In Chapter 2 Zero-copy was presented as having similar functionality to the system herein proposed. Zero-copy functions in a very different way to HeteroSTM. When the CPU accesses memory which is currently being accessed on the GPU, the Nvidia API generates a page-fault and transfers the value. This imposes a much higher overhead than HeteroSTM's speculative scheme, as it constantly saturates the PCI-Express connection between the CPU and GPU with small, inefficient, memory transfers. To
compare them. HeterosTM was converted to use Zero-copy, for Synchronization only, where transfers are bigger and more efficient.

As pictured in Fig 4.13, Zero-copy presents poor results, as its lazy approach to memory transfers to the CPU is slower than HeterosTM’s in-place memory overrides, as these transfers allow for efficient batching during the transfer, which ends up being much more efficient, in terms of latency, than only transferring when necessary.

4.2 MemcachedGPU

The second benchmark ran to profile HeterosTM is an adaptation of the MemcachedGPU algorithm, by Hetherington et al [8]. This algorithm is part of a GPU conversion of Memcached, a distributed, in-memory, object caching system, used in several web applications to reduce database loads. Memcached has also been converted to use TM [34], making it an ideal application to benchmark HeterosTM.

The full conversion of Memcached, considers every aspect of processing requests, from receiving packets, to building and sending reply packets. For the purposes of benchmarking HeterosTM the networking is discarded, and only the request processing is considered. MemcachedGPU supports two types of requests:

- **GET**: Requests for an in-memory object.
- **SET**: Request to add a new object to memory.

To refer the objects it is caching, Memcached uses a key-value store schema. In the original CPU algorithm key-value pairs are stored using an hash map used to lookup the file pointer to the corresponding key. This approach requires dynamic memory allocation, therefore to adapt it to GPU it was necessary to make some compromises. Instead of an hash map, MemcachedGPU uses a structure similar to an hash table, with a fixed number of entries per hash value, functioning in a model that is more akin to that of a fully-associative cache with multiple ways, with evictions used when an hash table entry has all its ways full.

For the purposes of testing HeterosTM the algorithms concerning both types of requests were implemented for both units, each using their respective TMs. Requests were partitioned between the two units using hash algorithms.
For these tests, a more complete version, when compared to Bank, of HeterosTM was implemented, making use of unit queues and transactional inputs. As the network components of Memcached were considered to be out of scope, the system is initialized with a large number of already queued transactional inputs. Deciding between the different transaction types is done by a con-flip at every queue fetch.

4.2.1 Evaluating GPU/CPU only

As with Bank, the first step to this evaluation is analysing the separate units performance. Furthermore, since we have multiple types of transactions, these must also be analysed in isolation. Fig 4.14 presents both the transactional throughput, and the kernel duration, as for an application with time requirements like Memcached, this might be a more important metric than raw throughput. Blocks were set to 128 threads, from previous results with the Bank benchmark.

![Figure 4.14: Evaluation of Memcached unit implementations.](image)

From the observation of Fig. 4.14a the behaviour of the GET kernel stands out as being the most unexpected result. As read-only transactions on PR-STM, always succeed, the main bottleneck for their execution is global memory accesses. When threads are waiting for the global memory, CUDA’s dynamic parallelism while issue instructions to another warp, to improve performance. For the GET kernel this means that the scheduler will keep changing blocks until it reaches a point were the register file is no longer enough for all the threads, forcing register spill, which causes register evictions to the cache. As more and more registers get evicted, they start replacing each other in the cache, leading to
a point where they override each other and are force to move to global memory, causing the "ladder" effect. This problem is not present in the SET kernel, as this kernel uses more cache, stopping evictions caused by register spilling.

From analysing these graphs, it can also be seen that for this workload CPU and GPU are much closer in terms of performance, when compared to Bank, as these are very small batches, and the CPU does not require memory transfers for its work.

4.2.2 Evaluating HeTM

To test HeterosTM the GPU was configured to use roughly 15 thousand threads (128 block of 128 threads each), in order to hit a processing latency of around 1 ms. The workload was configured using the data from Facebook [47] as the basis, with 0.1% of SET requests, and the rest of the requests as GET requests. To simulate Load Balancing or errors in partitioning, units were also made to do a certain percentage of fetches from the shared queue. As this is a workload were writes are very sparse, and the dataset very large the Versioned Log was used, along with the Non-blocking algorithm.

The results of these test, observable in Fig. 4.15, show that HeterosTM is able to outperform single unit solutions in scenarios were the partitions do not overlap significantly. However, in this scenario performance does not degrade so gracefully, and high contention scenarios have roughly half of the throughput of the single-unit performance. This due to two factors: necessity to transfer results, and unfavourable workload configuration for the GPU.

Unlike Bank, Memcached requires transactions to have a return value: the response packet. This increases the number of memory transfers significantly, which in turn increases the overhead of synchronization. Furthermore, whilst transactional inputs are transferred during the execution phase, meaning they do not impact CPU performance, they still impose a large overhead to GPU execution, especially so in this scenario where the kernels are very short.

Adding to this, Memcached's workload, despite being highly parallel, is not very well catered to run on GPUs, due to the time requirements forcing packets to be processed in small batches were the overheads of the transfers are rather large. To obtain some better data on the system, Fig. 4.16 presents a scenario were these time requirements are ignored, and the previous tests are repeated using different thread counts, and therefore different batch sizes.
The results of this test highlight that as the block count decreases, and therefore the workload per synchronization, the overall system performance decreases considerably, however it is more resistant to conflicts. When using a higher thread count the results look more positive, with a good performance gain, however the cost of inter-unit conflicts increases significantly. This highlights how dependent on tuning HeteroSTM is in order to obtain good performances in scenarios with overlapping.

4.2.3 Multi GPU

Following the tests with a single GPU HeteroSTM was tested using the extended multi-GPU design presented in Fig. 3.2. This test was ran using the same configurations as the previous Memcached HeteroSTM tests: 128 blocks of 128 threads and 0.1% of SET requests, using two GPUs. The results of this test are presented in Fig. 4.17.

These results point to HeteroSTM being more favourable when using multiple GPUs instead of a single one. The reality is that, the multi-GPU algorithm causes much longer synchronizations, and the CPU spends much more time locked. This essentially causes faster per-unit comparisons despite the overall comparison time being longer. The brunt of the results are then produced by GPUs, which are rarely aborted by the CPU and compete only amongst themselves.

Whist it is intuitive to expect that inter-GPU conflicts should have a higher impact on performance,
the use of GPU direct to transfer logs from unit to unit, along with the smaller size of these logs, makes GPU comparison more efficient, with conflicts being more readily tossed aside instead of necessitating to parse several logs as is the case with the CPU comparison.

4.3 Summary

In this Chapter, HeterosTM's performance was evaluated by running several tests to its various elements. For these tests, two benchmarks were used.

The first benchmark used to evaluate HeterosTM, Bank, is a synthetic benchmark. Tests ran with this benchmark highlighted the performance of the various parts of the synchronization algorithm. Results show that HeterosTM meets the performance goals set for it: outperforms single unit performance significantly and still function with some inter-unit contention, so as long the synchronization frequency is high enough and the inter-contention not very high. These tests also serve to highlight the difference in performance of both logging solutions, as well as the various CR implementations.

Having benchmarked synchronization, the next step is to evaluate the complete system. For this the MemcachedGPU algorithm is used. Memcached is a popular in-memory object caching system, that as been ported to GPU. Using this algorithm, HeterosTM is benchmark for a realistic workload achieving positive results for low contention, but the performance gains are as significant as those of Bank due to the added transfer overhead. MemcachedGPU is also used to test multi-GPU implementation of HeterosTM which yields great performances, due synchronization between GPUs requiring few transfers.
5 Conclusions
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This work presents Heterogeneous Transactional Memory (HeterosTM), a system which simplifies programming for heterogeneous by allowing concurrent accesses to same memory, by multiple, physically split, units. To achieve this the system applies a speculative model, were units work separately on the data, and periodically check to see if they’ve committed any overlapping accesses.

The guarantee correctness, the system runs on a two state model, either running transactions or checking for inter-unit conflicts. During this stage units exchange logs and check for conflicts. Upon conflict detection, HeterosTM uses Conflict Resolution (CR) policies to decide which unit gets to keep its produced results and which gets aborted and overridden with the other’s results. This means that HeterosTM uses a two-stage commit for its transactions, were produced results are only valid after unit synchronization.

Users of the system, code for each of the units using transactional code, and establish inputs and outputs for these functions. The user registers these functions into HeterosTM and then starts it with the desired characteristics. Having started the system, the user inserts transactional inputs into the HeterosTM system, along with the an ID of the unit where it expected to run. The system uses this ID, along with internal considerations, such as load balancing, to schedule and run the transaction in one of the available units.

The results obtained when testing the system, prove that the proposed design achieves the goals set for it, after some application specific tuning. This means that the goal of facilitating programming was not fully achieved, however, abstracting the difficulties of synchronizing the different units is still a significant gain. In contrast, the performance and correctness goal were entirely achieved, proving that this system can succeed.

5.1 Future Work

As this is, to the best of the author’s knowledge, the only work in the field of heterogeneous transactional memory, development was faced with several challenges, some of which were not completely solved.

First among these challenges is the system’s usability. Due to time constraints, it was not possible to fully develop the API. Even so, requiring the user to write separate transactional code for both units is not very user friendly. This is a concession, as both CPU and GPU use different programming model and a transactions cannot be written to work on both units within the used programming models. However, other models, such as OpenCL allow the user to write device agnostic code, and porting the system to this model could provide a better API. Unfortunately for current research, OpenCL lacks many of the functionalities of CUDA such as host pinned-memory for faster transfers. However, as development on OpenCL continues it is likely it will become the system of choice for future development of this work.

In order to develop a more flexible system, the specific algorithms for partitioning are left to the programmer, as a generic solution is very difficult to design, and was considered to be out of scope. Once gain, this harms the system’s usability by requiring more effort from the programmer. Research on automatic partitioning of transactional code already exists [48], [29], which would be an interesting
solution to avoid user input on partitioning.

Finally, for the sake of facilitating the development of this work, heterogeneous systems were considered only as [CPU] plus dedicated [GPU] inter-linked through a PCIe connection. This a reductive view, and [HeterosTM] could be expanded to cover more types of heterogeneous system, such as:

- Multi-[GPU] systems: whilst some brief work was done on this front, [HeterosTM]'s design is dual-unit oriented and could be expanded to more efficiently synchronize in multi-[GPU] scenarios, by for instance not requiring all units to synchronize at the same time.

- Integrated-[GPU]: integrated-[GPU]s are historically worse performers when compared to dedicated offerings, however, as they become ever more prevalent in consumer technology, this trend has is starting to be reversed. As integrated-[GPU]s share their memory with the [CPU] they present all new challenges and opportunities for collaborative work involving the [CPU] which would be compelling research.
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